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Lesson Plans
Babies & Walkers
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Knock Knock - Lesson 1
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock, knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as
parents gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap
and greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of
the child's body as you sing the solfege

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies

3

Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Sensory

≥4

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

Response

Reach around and tap on child's foot

Three &
four

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Tap gently to rhythm on centre of child's back

Five & Six

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Draw fingers up child's back

Seven, Eight

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Draw horizontal lines across child's back

Nine & ten

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.
“Begin again…” parent to reach around child and give
them a cuddle

Response

Continue cuddle

Prep

Ensure chairs are spaced apart so that parents can move
around them.

verse

Walk around children with baby in possum position.

Chorus

Parent to sit in chair and rock slowly forwards and backwards
“tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parent to rock side to side by lifting alternate knees; “tick,
tock tick, tock”
Parent to jiggle knees in tiny movements for “ticka, ticka..”

Lapride

≥5

Parent to use one arm to support child, the other hand to
give the child two gentle taps on the back as numbers are
counted.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 1

This activity will be easier for
parents to complete if you
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
followed by the response that
the lyrics suggest.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Lapride

Clocks

One & two

Sensory

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe
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Circletime

≥8

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Walk in a circle anticlockwise
On “tap, tap, tap” parents to stand and face the
centre.

hide

Cuddle baby close.
On “clap” lean babies into the centre,
On “hide” pull babies back as parents turn away from
centre.
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face clockwise.

Wake up

On
On
On
On

Dance

Turning in own circle, pause on each wiggle and
“jiggle” the baby
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face centre.

V1
Mopping

Parent to assist child to sweep “mop” side to side with
egg shakers across the floor

Instruments

Chorus
(“I’m mopping
up here….”)

≥3

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

V2
Shaking
V3
Polishing

“wake up” jiggle baby
“squeeze” lean forward close to other children
“stretch” lean back (as if stretching the circle)
“ten little..” parents to turn and face anticlockwise.

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
Parents to pretend mop/shake/polish to one side and engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
the other side following the lyrics.
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
Parent to assist child to shake eggs in the air in front of children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
them.
this piece.
Parent to assist child to move eggs in small circular
movements as if polishing the floor.

Instruments

Housework
Blues

chorus

Circletime

Dance Little
Fingers

5

Instruments

≥7

Mixed
Percussion

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time. Name
the instruments and play them so that the children hear the
sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

A

Locomotor

*OR

≥21

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Lapride

≥13

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Walkers may prefer to walk around the circle carrying their scarf.
B

Stand and face the centre.
Follow actions in the lyrics, gently touching the scarf or ribbon
stick to each part of the child's body.

intro

Gently rock baby side to side.

A

Cuddle baby in close to parent’s body (to ensure child's back &
neck are supported)
On “wishy washy” jiggle baby side to side
On “rub a dub dub/ scrubba dub, dub” hold baby still.

B

For “Bella, Bella .. ”rock side to side
“Where oh where” stand baby up on parent’s lap
“Is the Plug?” Move baby side to side as if looking for plug
“Oh My Goodness” parent to support baby’s torso and slightly
tip forward, keeping babies feet on parents lap.

* Scarves can be used as an
alternative to ribbon sticks.
Highlight the importance of eye
tracking in this activity as the
babies focus on the ribbons.
If children wish to walk please
ensure that scarves are used to
avoid injury if the child falls
over.
Ensure that babies’ bodies are
fully supported and that parents
do not lean too far forward.

Lapride

Wishy Washy

Parent to hold ribbon stick in one hand and support baby with the
other arm. Gently rock side to side as they walk around the circle
waving the ribbons where the baby can see.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Locomotor

Fly

Prep

Instruments

Bella the
Elephant

Parents with walkers can stretch their legs out to form a
slippery slide and slide children down on “Oh my goodness”
C

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Sit baby back on lap ready to begin
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Circletime

≥8

Instruments

*OR

≥17

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

Parents to stand in a close circle to allow room to step back

A

Give baby a gentle shake from side to side

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” take 4 tiny steps back
For “We’re going in..” take 4 tiny steps in
“We’re going up..” lean back and jog baby upwards
“We’re going down..” bend knees and drop baby’s weight
down with three little bounces
“Are your ready” hold baby still ready to begin again

B

Step back to form a big circle
Scoop baby into the centre of the circle (say stretch it, let’s
dance and lean back to starting position. (sing “bring them
back”)
Repeat

C

Parents to bend knees as they do a slow bounce with a
downward accent.

Bunny

Jump hands simultaneously on drum (rhythm sticks)

Dog

Tap castanets (tap blocks) on the floor in time to the
music

Kitten

Hold shakers horizontally and move side to side.
Encourage parents to rock child side to side to assist
baby to feel the slow beat.

* If these instruments are not
available rhythm sticks, tap
blocks
and
bells
can
be
substituted.
By using a variety of instruments
we are encouraging the children
to notice differences in sound
texture (timbre)

Instruments

My Pets

Prep

Circletime

Rattle’n’Roll
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Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥17

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

Bunny

Parents to assist baby to bounce hands to the beat

Dog

Parents to support babies hands and rub in little
sideways motion over the skin of the drum.

Kitten

Place flat palms and slide them in circles.

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Instruments

My Pets

Reserve

Reserve

≥10

Parents to sit
with legs
outstretched
with babies on
floor facing
parent

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Tap ball on baby’s body

B

Roll ball backwards and forwards to baby.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Play with balls encourages eye
tracking skills.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

A

Reserve

Shoo Fly

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Knock Knock - Lesson 2
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Management

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.
When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of the
child's body as you sing the solfege

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock, Knock

Jungle Babies

9

One & two

Response
Three & four

Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Sensory

≥4

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

tap gently to rhythm on centre of child's back

Five & Six

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as Alert parents that by using the
numbers are counted.
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
Draw fingers up child's back
they
are
reinforcing
the
Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as nurturing bond between parent
numbers are counted.
and child.

Response
Seven, Eight
Response

draw horizontal lines across child's back

Nine & ten

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.
“Begin again…” parent to reach around child and give
them a cuddle

Response

Continue cuddle

Prep

Ensure chairs are spaced apart so that parents can move
around them.

verse

Walk around children with baby in possum position.

Chorus

Parent to sit in chair and rock slowly forwards and backwards
“tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parent to rock side to side by lifting alternate knees; “tick,
tock tick, tock”
Parent to jiggle knees in tiny movements for “ticka, ticka..”

Lapride

≥5

Response

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 2

Lapride

Clocks

Parent to use one arm to support child, the other hand This activity will be easier for
to give the child two gentle taps on the back as parents to complete if you
numbers are counted.
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
Reach around and tap on child's foot
followed by the response that
Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as the lyrics suggest.
numbers are counted.

Sensory

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe
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Circletime

≥8

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Walk in a circle anticlockwise
On “tap, tap, tap” parents to stand and face the
centre.

hide

Cuddle baby close.
On “clap” lean babies into the centre,
On “hide” pull babies back as parents turn away from
centre.
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face clockwise.

Wake up

On
On
On
On

Dance

Turning in own circle, pause on each wiggle and
“jiggle” the baby
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face centre.

V1
Mopping

Parent to assist child to sweep “mop” side to side with
egg shakers across the floor

Chorus
(“I’m mopping
up here….”)
Instruments

≥3

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

V2
Shaking
V3
Polishing

“wake up” jiggle baby
“squeeze” lean forward close to other children
“stretch” lean back (as if stretching the circle)
“ten little..” parents to turn and face anticlockwise.

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
Parents to pretend mop/shake/polish to one side and
instruments. If children are
the other side following the lyrics.
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
Parent to assist child to shake eggs in the air in front of children are immersed in the
them.
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.
Parent to assist child to move eggs in small circular
movements as if polishing the floor.

Instruments

Housework
Blues

chorus

Circletime

Dance Little
Fingers
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Instruments

≥7

Mixed
Percussion

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time. Name
the instruments and play them so that the children hear the
sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

A
Old King….

Parents and babies to bounce Lycra

* Turtle beanbags can be
substituted if frogs not available.

Play your..

Say “hold it still, hold it still”

Play it one
two three

Sing “ready let’s toss”

This activity is particularly good
for encouraging the babies to
watch the beanbags bounce,
enhancing their eye-tracking
skills.

B

Parents to move Lycra in small sharp movements left
and right, starting on left in time to the music

*

Locomotor

≥12

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Locomotor

Old King Cole

Prep

Instruments

Bella the
Elephant
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Say Rub The Soap Rhyme; encourage parents to touch each
part of baby’s body as you mention it in the rhyme:
Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.

Highlight
for
parents
the
importance of helping the child
become aware of the names of
parts of their body. This body
awareness builds a foundation
for future motor development.

Lapride

Rub The Soap
rhyme &
Wishy Washy

Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done.

≥13

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Gently rock baby side to side.

A

Cuddle baby in close to parent’s body (to ensure child's back
& neck are supported)
On “wishy washy” jiggle baby side to side
On “rub a dub dub/ scrubba dub, dub” hold baby still.

B

For “Bella, Bella .. ”rock side to side
“Where oh where” stand baby up on parent’s lap
“Is the Plug?” Move baby side to side as if looking for plug
“Oh My Goodness” parent to support baby’s torso and slightly
tip forward, keeping babies feet on parents lap.

Ensure that babies’ bodies are
fully supported and that parents
do not lean too far forward.

Lapride

Parents with walkers can stretch their legs out to form a
slippery slide and slide children down on “Oh my goodness”

≥10

Parents to sit
with legs
outstretched
with babies on
floor facing
parent

C

Sit baby back on lap ready to begin

A

Tap ball on baby’s body

B

Roll ball backwards and forwards to baby.

Play with balls encourages eye
tracking skills.

Locomotor

Shoo Fly

Locomotor

intro

13

Fingerplay

Children sitting
on the floor
facing parent

Parent to hide one hand behind their back
and creep the other hand towards the child
(like a creeping mouse)

Gathering crumbs along
the way.

Parent to “nibble” at the child's leg with
their fingers.

Out jumped a pussycat
sleek and black,

Parent to “jump” other hand out from behind
their back and land on the child's legs.

He chased the little mice
and they scampered
back!

Parent to “tickle” fingers all over child’s
body as if chasing the mouse.

Bunny

Jump hands simultaneously on drum (rhythm sticks)

* If these instruments are not
available rhythm sticks, tap
blocks
and
bells
can
be
substituted.

Dog

Tap castanets (tap blocks) on the floor in time to the
music

By using a variety of instruments
we are encouraging the children
to notice differences in sound
texture (timbre)

Kitten

Hold shakers horizontally and move side to side.
Encourage parents to rock child side to side to assist
baby to feel the slow beat.

Instruments

*OR

≥17

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

If the child finds this activity too
overwhelming parents can do the
actions gently and slowly on the
child's hands until the child is
able
to
anticipate
the
movements.

Instruments

My Pets

Three little mice went
out to play

Fingerplay

Three Little
Mice

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥17

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

Bunny

Parents to assist baby to bounce hands to the beat

Dog

Parents to support babies hands and rub in little
sideways motion over the skin of the drum.

Kitten

Place flat palms and slide them in circles.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 2

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Instruments

My Pets
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Reserve

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Circletime

≥8

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parents to stand in a close circle to allow room to step back

A

Give baby a gentle shake from side to side

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” take 4 tiny steps back
For “We’re going in..” take 4 tiny steps in
“We’re going up..” lean back and jog baby upwards
“We’re going down..” bend knees and drop baby’s weight
down with three little bounces
“Are your ready” hold baby still ready to begin again

B

Step back to form a big circle
Scoop baby into the centre of the circle (say stretch it, let’s
dance and lean back to starting position. (sing “bring them
back”)
Repeat

C

Parents to bend knees as they do a slow bounce with a
downward accent.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Prep

Circletime

Rattle’n’Roll
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Knock Knock - Lesson 3
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

B

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.
When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of the
child's body as you sing the solfege

Little Arabella Miller,

Parent to hold child's hands and rock gently
from side to side.

Found a fuzzy caterpillar

Parent to pretend to pick up a caterpillar
and place on child's open hand.

First it crawled upon her
mother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up one of child's
arms.

Then upon her baby
brother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up child’s other
arm arms.

“Oh!” said Arabella
Miller,

Parent to hold
exclamation

“Take away that
caterpillar!”

Parent to brush baby’s arm as if shooing
caterpillar away.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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baby’s

hands

up

Fingerplay

Arabella Miller

Fingerplay

A Knock,
knock

A
Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock, Knock

Jungle Babies

in
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Parent to use index finger as a “caterpillar”

This activity will be easier for
parents to complete if you
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
Parent to jump “caterpillar” gently across child ’s back.
followed by the response that
the lyrics suggest.
Follow directions as indicated by lyrics as parent gently Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
rocks child from side to side.
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

A
B

Sensory

≥18

prep

Lapride

≥5

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥8

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Ensure chairs are spaced apart so that parents can move
around them.

verse

Walk around children with baby in possum position.

Chorus

Parent to sit in chair and rock slowly forwards and
backwards “tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parent to rock side to side by lifting alternate knees; “tick,
tock tick, tock”
Parent to jiggle knees in tiny movements for “ticka, ticka..”

chorus

Walk in a circle anticlockwise
On “tap, tap, tap” parents to stand and face the centre.

hide

Cuddle baby close.
On “clap” lean babies into the centre,
On “hide” pull babies back as parents turn away from centre.
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face clockwise.

Wake up

On
On
On
On

Dance

Turning in own circle, pause on each wiggle and “jiggle” the
baby
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face centre.

“wake up” jiggle baby
“squeeze” lean forward close to other children
“stretch” lean back (as if stretching the circle)
“ten little..” parents to turn and face anticlockwise.

Circletime

Dance Little
Fingers

Prep

Lapride

Clocks

Sensory

The
Caterpillar

17

V1
Mopping

Parent to assist child to sweep “mop” side to side with
egg shakers across the floor

Instruments

Chorus
(“I’m mopping
up here….”)

≥3

Instruments

≥6

Mixed
Percussion
Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

V3
Polishing
Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

A
Old King….

Parents and babies to bounce Lycra

* Turtle beanbags can be
substituted if frogs not available.

Play your..

Say “hold it still, hold it still”

Play it one
two three

Sing “ready let’s toss”

B

Parents to move Lycra in small sharp movements left
and right, starting on left in time to the music

This activity is particularly good
for encouraging the babies to
watch the beanbags bounce,
enhancing their eye-tracking
skills.

Locomotor

*

≥12

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Locomotor

Old King Cole

V2
Shaking

Instruments

Drivin’ In My
Car

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
Parents to pretend mop/shake/polish to one side and
engage in discovery play with the
the other side following the lyrics.
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
Parent to assist child to shake eggs in the air in front of the movements so that the
them.
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
Parent to assist child to move eggs in small circular
this piece.
movements as if polishing the floor.

Instruments

Housework
Blues
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Lapride

≥15

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥19

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parents sitting on chair with legs slightly apart. Parents to lean
forward and rest their arms on their own legs, and support baby
in a standing position under armpits.

A

Parent lifts child to a standing position as water fills up and
pops then down after “washing machine”
On “Clean those clothes” rock child from side to side

B

Parents can bounce their knees to lift baby up and down.

C

Parents can gently rock baby from side to side

I’m a little teapot

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Rock and hold baby to the right (sing right is my
handle

Here is my spout

Rock and hold baby to the left (sing left is my
spout)

When I get all steamed up

Walk forward

Then I shout

Lift baby into the centre

Tip me over

Step back on one leg, tip child back supporting
baby under the bottom

Pour me out

Gently tip child forward

Transition

Walk backwards to start position.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Rock and hold baby to the right

Right here for you

Rock and hold baby to the left

Wait a little while

walk forward

Until it’s hot

Parent to bend knees

Toast is ready
Out it pops

Parent to jump up on “pops!”

Ensure that parents support
babies spine and neck at all
times.

Circletime

I’m a Little
Teapot

prep

Lapride

Washing
Machine

19

Locomotor

≥10

Parents to sit
with legs
outstretched
with babies on
floor facing
parent

A

Tap ball on baby’s body

B

Roll ball backwards and forwards to baby.

Play with balls encourages eye
tracking skills.

Locomotor

Shoo Fly

Reserve

Fingerplay

Children sitting
on the floor
facing parent

Parent to hide one hand behind their back
and creep the other hand towards the child
(like a creeping mouse)

Gathering crumbs along
the way.

Parent to “nibble” at the child's leg with
their fingers.

Out jumped a pussycat
sleek and black,

Parent to “jump” other hand out from
behind their back and land on the child's
legs.

He chased the little mice
and they scampered back!

Parent to “tickle” fingers all over child’s
body as if chasing the mouse.

Bunny

Jump hands simultaneously on drum (rhythm sticks)

* If these instruments are not
available rhythm sticks, tap
blocks
and
bells
can
be
substituted.

Dog

Tap castanets (tap blocks) on the floor in time to the
music

Kitten

Hold shakers horizontally and move side to side.
Encourage parents to rock child side to side to assist
baby to feel the slow beat.

By using a variety of instruments
we are encouraging the children
to notice differences in sound
texture (timbre)

Instruments

*OR

≥17

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

If the child finds this activity too
overwhelming parents can do the
actions gently and slowly on the
child's hands until the child is
able
to
anticipate
the
movements.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 3

Instruments

My Pets

Three little mice went out
to play

Fingerplay

Three Little
Mice

© Music Ink Pty Ltd
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Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥17

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parents to assist baby to bounce hands to the beat

Dog

Parents to support babies hands and rub in little
sideways motion over the skin of the drum.

Kitten

Place flat palms and slide them in circles.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Bunny

Instruments

My Pets
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Knock Knock - Lesson 4
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 4

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock, Knock

Jungle Babies
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Fingerplay

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Sensory

≥18

Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Parent to hold child's hands and rock gently
from side to side.

Found a fuzzy caterpillar

Parent to pretend to pick up a caterpillar
and place on child's open hand.

First it crawled upon her
mother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up one of child's
arms.

Then upon her baby
brother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up child’s other
arm arms.

“Oh!” said Arabella
Miller,

Parent to hold
exclamation

“Take away that
caterpillar!”

Parent to brush baby’s arm as if shooing
caterpillar away.

baby’s

hands

up

in

This activity will be easier for
parents to complete if you
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
followed by the response that
the lyrics suggest.

prep

Parent to use index finger as a “caterpillar”

A

Parent to jump “caterpillar” gently across child ’s back.

B

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
Follow directions as indicated by lyrics as parent gently musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
rocks child from side to side.
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

The
Caterpillar

Little Arabella Miller,

Fingerplay

Arabella Miller
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Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

Ensure chairs are spaced apart so that parents can move
around them.

verse

Walk around children with baby in possum position.

Chorus

Parent to sit in chair and rock slowly forwards and
backwards “tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parent to rock side to side by lifting alternate knees; “tick,
tock tick, tock”
Parent to jiggle knees in tiny movements for “ticka, ticka..”

Lapride

≥5

Prep

Circletime

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Child
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Parent holds parachute up in front of babies

Skinamarink

Little shaking movements up high.
On “I love” hold parachute high
On “you” lower parachute and lean forward
Repeat actions

I love you in the….

Parents lean back and stretch parachute tight
(back 2,3,4,) and lean forward (forward 2,3,4)
Repeat

prep

Verse

Instruments

≥3

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Chugga,
Toot,toot
“shsh..”

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Give each child a tambourine. If child engaged in
discovery play give parent a tambourine also so that
they can perform movements.

This parachute activity is done as
a lovely “peekaboo” activity.

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
Hold babies hands in the air and move as if chugging
instruments. If children are
along.
happily engaged parents can do
Parents to assist the babies to use alternate hand the movements so that the
movements tapping on the tambourine to “chugga”
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
Parents to assist the babies to tap hands together on
this piece.
tambourine

Instruments

Old Steam
Train

Intro

Circletime

Skinnamarink

Lapride

Clocks

Lean forward and slide tambourine on carpet

Knock Knock – 4
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Instruments

≥6

Mixed
Percussion

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Locomotor

≥5

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Lapride

≥15

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Children to sit in a circle on parent’s laps facing centre

verse

Keep the beat on knees with Rainbow Ring

Chorus

Parents and children to rock slowly forwards and
backwards “tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parents and children to move Rainbow Ring in small
alternate up and down movements “tick, tock (one
side), tick, tock (other side)”
Parents to “jiggle” Rainbow Ring side to side in tiny
movements to “tikka, tikka”

prep

Parents sitting on chair with legs slightly apart. Parents to
lean forward and rest their arms on their own legs, and
support baby in a standing position under armpits.

A

Parent lifts child to a standing position as water fills up and
pops then down after “washing machine”
On “Clean those clothes” rock child from side to side

B

Parents can bounce their knees to lift baby up and down.

C

Parents can gently rock baby from side to side

The movement in this activity
helps the children integrate and
feel the duration and tempo of
each of the rhythms.

Lapride

Washing
Machine

Prep

Locomotor

Clocks

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Instruments

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Circletime

≥19

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

I’m a little teapot

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Rock and hold baby to the right (sing right
is my handle

Here is my spout

Rock and hold baby to the left (sing left is
my spout)

When I get all steamed up

walk forward

Then I shout

Lift baby into the centre

Tip me over

Step back on one leg, tip child back
supporting baby under the bottom

Pour me out

Gently tip child forward

Transition

Walk backwards to start position.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Rock and hold baby to the right

Right here for you

Rock and hold baby to the left

Wait a little while

walk forward

Until it’s hot

Parent to bend knees

Ensure that parents support
babies spine and neck at all
times.

Circletime

I’m a Little
Teapot

Toast is ready
Out it pops

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Parent to jump up on “pops!”

Knock Knock – 4
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Fingerplay

Children sitting
on the floor
facing parent

Parent to hide one hand behind their back
and creep the other hand towards the child
(like a creeping mouse)

Gathering crumbs along
the way.

Parent to “nibble” at the child's leg with
their fingers.

Out jumped a pussycat
sleek and black,

Parent to “jump” other hand out from
behind their back and land on the child's
legs.

He chased the little mice
and they scampered back!

Parent to “tickle” fingers all over child’s
body as if chasing the mouse.

Bunny

Jump hands simultaneously on drum (rhythm sticks)

Dog

Tap castanets (tap blocks) on the floor in time to the
music

Kitten

Hold shakers horizontally and move side to side.
Encourage parents to rock child side to side to assist
baby to feel the slow beat.

Instruments

*OR

≥17

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

If the child finds this activity too
overwhelming parents can do the
actions gently and slowly on the
child's hands until the child is
able
to
anticipate
the
movements.

* If these instruments are not
available rhythm sticks, tap
blocks
and
bells
can
be
substituted.

Instruments

My Pets

Three little mice went out
to play

Fingerplay

Three Little
Mice

By using a variety of instruments
we are encouraging the children
to notice differences in sound
texture (timbre)

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥17

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

Bunny

Parents to assist baby to bounce hands to the beat

Dog

Parents to support babies hands and rub in little
sideways motion over the skin of the drum.

Kitten

Place flat palms and slide them in circles.

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Instruments

My Pets
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Reserve

Peekaboo Rhyme

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Use Pop Up puppet to demonstrate this
rhyme

Jack, Jack down you go,

Sit babies on parent’s knees.

In your box, down so low

Parents to drop babies between their legs so
that they are supported standing on the
floor.

Jack, Jack, climb to the
top.

Parents to lean over child and hold child
ready to “pop” them up

Quickly now, out you pop!

Lift child back on to lap.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Prep

Peekaboo Rhyme

Jack Down
You Go

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 4
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Knock Knock - Lesson 5
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Fingerplay

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Sensory

≥18

Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Parent to hold child's hands and rock gently
from side to side.

Found a fuzzy caterpillar

Parent to pretend to pick up a caterpillar
and place on child's open hand.

First it crawled upon her
mother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up one of child's
arms.

Then upon her baby
brother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up child’s other
arm arms.

“Oh!” said Arabella
Miller,

Parent to hold
exclamation

“Take away that
caterpillar!”

Parent to brush baby’s arm as if shooing
caterpillar away.

baby’s

hands

up

in

prep

Parent to use index finger as a “caterpillar”

A

Parent to jump “caterpillar” gently across child ’s back.

B

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

This activity will be easier for
parents to complete if you
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
followed by the response that
the lyrics suggest.

Sensory

The
Caterpillar

Little Arabella Miller,

Fingerplay

Arabella Miller

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
Follow directions as indicated by lyrics as parent gently musically with their children
rocks child from side to side.
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Knock Knock – 5
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Lapride

≥8

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Child
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

hide

Parent to clap hands in front of baby and then cuddle
baby close.

Wake up

Parents to gently hold babies wrists and fold their arms
across their body as they hug them and gently stretch
arms out wide

Dance

Hold baby on lap as parent jiggles alternate knees to
move baby

Intro

Parent holds parachute up in front of babies

Skinamarink

Little shaking movements up high.
On “I love” hold parachute high
On “you” lower parachute and lean forward
Repeat actions

I love you in the….

Parents lean back and stretch parachute tight
(back 2,3,4,) and lean forward (forward 2,3,4)
Repeat

prep

Verse

Instruments

≥3

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Chugga,
Toot,toot
“shsh..”

Give each child a tambourine. If child engaged in
discovery play give parent a tambourine also so that
they can perform movements.

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

This parachute activity is done as
a lovely “peekaboo” activity.

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
Hold babies hands in the air and move as if chugging
instruments. If children are
along.
happily engaged parents can do
Parents to assist the babies to use alternate hand the movements so that the
movements tapping on the tambourine to “chugga”
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
Parents to assist the babies to tap hands together on
this piece.
tambourine
Lean forward and slide tambourine on carpet

Instruments

Old Steam
Train

Bounce baby on lap

Circletime

Skinnamarink

chorus

Lapride

Dance Little
Fingers
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Instruments

≥6

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children
hear the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist
the babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Children to sit in a circle on parent’s laps facing centre

verse

Keep the beat on knees with Rainbow Ring

Chorus

Parents and children to rock slowly forwards and backwards
“tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parents and children to move Rainbow Ring in small
alternate up and down movements “tick, tock (one side),
tick, tock (other side)”
Parents to “jiggle” Rainbow Ring side to side in tiny
movements to “tikka, tikka”

Clocks

Locomotor

≥5

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 5

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

The movement in this activity
helps the children integrate and
feel the duration and tempo of
each of the rhythms.

Locomotor

Mixed
Percussion

Instruments

Drivin’ In My
Car

© Music Ink Pty Ltd
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Say Rub The Soap Rhyme; encourage parents to touch each part of
baby’s body as you mention it in the rhyme:
Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.

Highlight
for
parents
the
importance of helping the child
become aware of the names of
parts of their body. This body
awareness builds a foundation
for future motor development.

Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done.

≥13

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

intro

Gently rock baby side to side.

A

Cuddle baby in close to parent’s body (to ensure child's back
& neck are supported)
On “wishy washy” jiggle baby side to side
On “rub a dub dub/ scrubba dub, dub” hold baby still.

B

For “Bella, Bella .. ”rock side to side
“Where oh where” stand baby up on parent’s lap
“Is the Plug?” Move baby side to side as if looking for plug
“Oh My Goodness” parent to support baby’s torso and
slightly tip forward, keeping babies feet on parents lap.

Lapride

Parents with walkers can stretch their legs out to form a
slippery slide and slide children down on “Oh my goodness”

C

Sit baby back on lap ready to begin

Ensure that babies’ bodies are
fully supported and that parents
do not lean too far forward.

Lapride

Rub The Soap
rhyme &
Wishy Washy
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Circletime

≥8

*OR
Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

A

Give baby a gentle shake from side to side

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” take 4 tiny steps back
For “We’re going in..” take 4 tiny steps in
“We’re going up..” lean back and jog baby upwards
“We’re going down..” bend knees and drop baby’s
weight down with three little bounces
“Are your ready” hold baby still ready to begin again

B

Step back to form a big circle
Scoop baby into the centre of the circle (say stretch it,
let’s dance and lean back to starting position. (sing
“bring them back”)
Repeat

C

Parents to bend knees as they do a slow bounce with a
downward accent.

Prep

Give each baby a beater and ask parents to assist child
by holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

Chorus

Instruments

≥5

Parents to stand in a close circle to allow room to step
back

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

* If triangles are not available
finger
cymbals
can
be
substituted.

Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
babies are quite likely to want to
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to engage in discovery play with the
“tick tock….” (up and down four times)
instruments. If children are
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside happily engaged parents can do
the triangle.
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Knock Knock – 5

Instruments

Clocks

Prep

Circletime

Rattle’n’Roll
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Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥5

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

verse

Parent to hold babies arms and keep the beat with both
hands together on the skin of the drum

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap alternate hands on “tick tock, tick
tock”
Parent top assist child to “tick tock….” Faster (up and down
four times)
Parent to gently rub baby’s palms in tiny circles.

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Instruments

Clocks

Reserve

Peekaboo Rhyme

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Use Pop Up puppet to demonstrate this
rhyme

Jack, Jack down you go,

Sit babies on parent’s knees.

In your box, down so low

Parents to drop babies between their legs so
that they are supported standing on the
floor.

Jack, Jack, climb to the
top.

Parents to lean over child and hold child
ready to “pop” them up

Quickly now, out you pop!

Lift child back on to lap.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Prep

Peekaboo Rhyme

Jack Down
You Go
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Knock Knock - Lesson 5A
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of
the child's body as you sing the solfege

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 5A

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock, Knock

Jungle Babies
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Sensory

≥4

Lapride

≥

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

Parent to use one arm to support child, the other hand
to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Reach around and tap on child's foot

Three & four

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

tap gently to rhythm on centre of child's back

Five & Six

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Draw fingers up child's back

Seven, Eight

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

draw horizontal lines across child's back

Nine & ten

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.
“Begin again…” parent to reach around child and give
them a cuddle

Response

Continue cuddle

chorus

Bounce baby on lap

hide

Parent to clap hands in front of baby and then cuddle
baby close.

Wake up

Parents to gently hold babies wrists and fold their arms
across their body as they hug them and gently stretch
arms out wide

Dance

Hold baby on lap as parent jiggles alternate knees to
move baby

This activity will be easier for
parents to complete if you
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
followed by the response that
the lyrics suggest.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Dance Little
Fingers

One & two

Sensory

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe
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Circledance

≥6

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥16

Instruments

≥7

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” give the child three little bounces
On “vroom,” swish baby into the centre of the circle

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give bells tiny shakes and assist baby to
move to the lyrics of the music.
Taps can be done on the baby’s knees

Bounce –

Parents to assist babies to bounce bells on the floor

Stomp -

Parents to help child use alternate hands to tap on the
floor.

Mixed
Percussion

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children
hear the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist
the babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 5A

The movements in this circle
dance help the babies feel the
AB form of this piece.

Ensure that babies and parents
have bells so that if babies resist
being guided they can engage in
discovery play whilst parents do
actions.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Instruments

Bella the
Elephant

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet
On “stop” stand still and lean back(as if braking)

Instruments

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

A

Circledance

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Locomotor

≥5

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Children to sit in a circle on parent’s laps facing centre

verse

Keep the beat on knees with Rainbow Ring

Chorus

Parents and children to rock slowly forwards and backwards
“tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parents and children to move Rainbow Ring in small alternate
up and down movements “tick, tock (one side), tick, tock
(other side)”
Parents to “jiggle” Rainbow Ring side to side in tiny
movements to “tikka, tikka”

Say Rub The Soap Rhyme; encourage parents to touch each part of
baby’s body as you mention it in the rhyme:
Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.

The movement in this activity
helps the children integrate and
feel the duration and tempo of
each of the rhythms.

Highlight
for
parents
the
importance of helping the child
become aware of the names of
parts of their body. This body
awareness builds a foundation
for future motor development.

Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done.

Lapride

≥13

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

intro

Gently rock baby side to side.

A

Cuddle baby in close to parent’s body (to ensure child's back &
neck are supported)
On “wishy washy” jiggle baby side to side
On “rub a dub dub/ scrubba dub, dub” hold baby still.

B

For “Bella, Bella .. ”rock side to side
“Where oh where” stand baby up on parent’s lap
“Is the Plug?” Move baby side to side as if looking for plug
“Oh My Goodness” parent to support baby’s torso and slightly
tip forward, keeping babies feet on parents lap.
Parents with walkers can stretch their legs out to form a
slippery slide and slide children down on “Oh my goodness”

C

Sit baby back on lap ready to begin

Ensure that babies’ bodies are
fully supported and that parents
do not lean too far forward.

Lapride

Rub The Soap
rhyme &
Wishy Washy

Prep

Locomotor

Clocks
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Circletime

≥8

Peekaboo Rhyme

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Parents to stand in a close circle to allow room to step back

A

Give baby a gentle shake from side to side

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” take 4 tiny steps back
For “We’re going in..” take 4 tiny steps in
“We’re going up..” lean back and jog baby upwards
“We’re going down..” bend knees and drop baby’s weight
down with three little bounces
“Are your ready” hold baby still ready to begin again

B

Step back to form a big circle
Scoop baby into the centre of the circle (say stretch it, let’s
dance and lean back to starting position. (sing “bring them
back”)
Repeat

C

Parents to bend knees as they do a slow bounce with a
downward accent.

Prep

Use Pop Up puppet to demonstrate this
rhyme

Jack, Jack down you go,

Sit babies on parent’s knees.

In your box, down so low

Parents to drop babies between their legs so
that they are supported standing on the
floor.

Jack, Jack, climb to the
top.

Parents to lean over child and hold child
ready to “pop” them up

Quickly now, out you pop!

Lift child back on to lap.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 5A

Peekaboo Rhyme

Jack Down
You Go

Prep

Circletime

Rattle’n’Roll
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Reserve

Instruments

*OR

≥5

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

Prep

Give each baby a beater and ask parents to assist child by
holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to “tick
tock….” (up and down four times)
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside the
triangle.

* If triangles are not available
finger
cymbals
can
be
substituted.
Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Clocks

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥5

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parent to hold babies arms and keep the beat with both
hands together on the skin of the drum

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap alternate hands on “tick tock,
tick tock”
Parent top assist child to “tick tock….” Faster (up and down
four times)
Parent to gently rub baby’s palms in tiny circles.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

verse

Instruments

Clocks
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Knock Knock - Lesson 6
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Management

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.
When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

B

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of
the child's body as you sing the solfege

Knock Knock – 6
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Sensory

≥4

Lapride

≥8

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

Parent to use one arm to support child, the other hand
to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Reach around and tap on child's foot

Three & four

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Tap gently to rhythm on centre of child's back

Five & Six

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Draw fingers up child's back

Seven, Eight

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.

Response

Draw horizontal lines across child's back

Nine & ten

Parent to give the child two gentle taps on the back as
numbers are counted.
“Begin again…” parent to reach around child and give
them a cuddle

Response

Continue cuddle

chorus

Bounce baby on lap

hide

Parent to clap hands in front of baby and then cuddle
baby close.

Wake up

Parents to gently hold babies wrists and fold their arms
across their body as they hug them and gently stretch
arms out wide

Dance

Hold baby on lap as parent jiggles alternate knees to
move baby

This activity will be easier for
parents to complete if you
explain the pattern: left and
right tap on the child's back,
followed by the response that
the lyrics suggest.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Dance Little
Fingers

One & two

Sensory

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe
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Circledance

≥6

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥9

Instruments

≥13

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” give the child three little bounces
On “vroom,” swish baby into the centre of the circle

Prep

Give rainshaker to baby, place tapblock and beater out
of sight behind parent.

Chorus
“lets cook…”

Parents clap in front of baby

Verse
roll

Parents to assist baby to roll rainshaker

spread

Parent to assist baby to drag rainshaker across floor

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Chop

Parent and child to tap on block

Sizzle

Parents to assist children to gently shake rainshakers as
if “sizzling”

Mixed
Percussion

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 6

The movements in this circle
dance help the babies feel the
AB form of this piece.

At the end of the second chorus
direct parents to bring out tap
blocks.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Instruments

Wishy Washy

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet
On “stop” stand still and lean back (as if braking)

Instruments

Lets Cook
Pizza

A

Circledance

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Locomotor

≥5

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Lapride

≥15

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Children to sit in a circle on parent’s laps facing centre

verse

Keep the beat on knees with Rainbow Ring

Chorus

Parents and children to rock slowly forwards and
backwards “tick tock, (forward) tick tock (back)”
Parents and children to move Rainbow Ring in small
alternate up and down movements “tick, tock (one
side), tick, tock (other side)”
Parents to “jiggle” Rainbow Ring side to side in tiny
movements to “tikka, tikka”

prep

Parents sitting on chair with legs slightly apart. Parents
to lean forward and rest their arms on their own legs,
and support baby in a standing position under armpits.

A

Parent lifts child to a standing position as water fills up
and pops then down after “washing machine”
On “Clean those clothes” rock child from side to side

B

Parents can bounce their knees to lift baby up and
down.

C

Parents can gently rock baby from side to side

The movement in this activity
helps the children integrate and
feel the duration and tempo of
each of the rhythms.

Lapride

Washing
Machine

Prep

Locomotor

Clocks
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Circletime

≥19

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

I’m a little teapot

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Rock and hold baby to the right (sing right is
my handle

Here is my spout

Rock and hold baby to the left (sing left is
my spout)

When I get all steamed up

Walk forward

Then I shout

Lift baby into the centre

Tip me over

Step back on one leg, tip child back
supporting baby under the bottom

Pour me out

Gently tip child forward

Transition

Walk backwards to start position.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Rock and hold baby to the right

Right here for you

Rock and hold baby to the left

Wait a little while

Walk forward

Until it’s hot

Parent to bend knees

Ensure that parents support
babies spine and neck at all
times.

Circletime

I’m a Little
Teapot

Toast is ready
Out it pops

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Parent to jump up on “pops!”

Knock Knock – 6
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Prep

Give each baby a beater and ask parents to assist child
by holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

*OR

Instruments

≥5

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

Chorus

* If triangles are not available
finger
cymbals
can
be
substituted.

Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
happily engaged parents can do
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to the movements so that the
“tick tock….” (up and down four times)
children are immersed in the
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside appropriate accompaniments to
the triangle.
this piece.

Instruments

Clocks

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥5

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

verse

Parent to hold babies arms and keep the beat with both
hands together on the skin of the drum

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap alternate hands on “tick
tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to “tick tock….” Faster (up and
down four times)
Parent to gently rub baby’s palms in tiny circles.

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Instruments

Clocks
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Reserve
Prep

Peekaboo Rhyme

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Jack, Jack down you go,

Sit babies on parent’s knees.

In your box, down so low

Parents to drop babies between their legs so
that they are supported standing on the
floor.

Jack, Jack, climb to the
top.

Parents to lean over child and hold child
ready to “pop” them up

Quickly now, out you pop!

Lift child back on to lap.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Use Pop Up puppet to demonstrate this rhyme

Peekaboo Rhyme

Jack Down
You Go

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 6
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Knock Knock - Lesson 7
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of
the child's body as you sing the solfege

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Fingerplay

Parent sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre

Sensory

≥18

Parent to pretend to pick up a caterpillar
and place on child's open hand.

First it crawled upon her
mother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up one of child's
arms.

Then upon her baby
brother,

Parent to “creep” fingers up child’s other
arm arms.

“Oh!” said Arabella
Miller,

Parent to hold baby’s hands up in
exclamation

“Take away that
caterpillar!”

Parent to brush baby’s arm as if shooing
caterpillar away.

Parents sitting
on chairs with
children on laps
sitting slightly
sideways.

Parents to sit
on chairs,
babies on laps
facing centre

A
B

Parent to use index finger as a “caterpillar”

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
Parent to jump “caterpillar” gently across child ’s back.
they
are
reinforcing
the
Follow directions as indicated by lyrics as parent gently nurturing bond between parent
rocks child from side to side.
and child.

chorus

Bounce baby on lap

hide

Parent to clap hands in front of baby and then cuddle
baby close.

Wake up

Parents to gently hold babies wrists and fold their arms
across their body as they hug them and gently stretch
arms out wide

Dance

Hold baby on lap as parent jiggles alternate knees to
move baby

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 7

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Lapride

Found a fuzzy caterpillar

prep

Dance Little
Fingers

≥8

Parent to hold child's hands and rock gently
from side to side.

Sensory

The
Caterpillar

Little Arabella Miller,

Fingerplay

Arabella Miller
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Circledance

≥6

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥9

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥6

Parents to
stand in a
circle, holding
babies

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” give the child three little bounces
On “vroom,” swish baby into the centre of the circle

Prep

Give rainshaker to baby, place tapblock and beater out
of sight behind parent.

Chorus
“lets cook…”

Parents clap in front of baby

Verse
roll

Parents to assist baby to roll rainshaker

spread

Parent to assist baby to drag rainshaker across floor

Chop

Parent and child to tap on block

Sizzle

Parents to assist children to gently shake rainshakers as
if “sizzling”

Prep

Parents to stand in a circle, holding babies on one hip &
parachute in the other hand

A

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet.
On “stop” stand still, scoop parachute up.
On “red light” do a high shake

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” lift parachute in three little upward
steps
On “vroom,” pull parachute back down to starting position.

The movements in this circle
dance help the babies feel the
AB form of this piece.

At the end of the second chorus
direct parents to bring out tap
blocks.

If babies are too heavy to walk
around this activity can be done
with parents on chairs with
babies on laps facing centre.
Replace walking in section A with
bouncing parachute, all other
movements can be completed as
indicated.

Locomotor

Drivin’ In My
Car

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet
On “stop” stand still and lean back (as if braking)

Instruments

Lets Cook
Pizza

A

Circledance

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Lapride

≥15

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥19

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parents sitting on chair with legs slightly apart. Parents to lean
forward and rest their arms on their own legs, and support baby
in a standing position under armpits.

A

Parent lifts child to a standing position as water fills up and
pops then down after “washing machine”
On “Clean those clothes” rock child from side to side

B

Parents can bounce their knees to lift baby up and down.

C

Parents can gently rock baby from side to side

I’m a little teapot

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Rock and hold baby to the right (sing right is my
handle

Here is my spout

Rock and hold baby to the left (sing left is my
spout)

When I get all steamed up

walk forward

Then I shout

Lift baby into the centre

Tip me over

Step back on one leg, tip child back supporting
baby under the bottom

Pour me out

Gently tip child forward

Transition

Walk backwards to start position.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Rock and hold baby to the right

Right here for you

Rock and hold baby to the left

Wait a little while

walk forward

Until it’s hot

Parent to bend knees

Ensure that parents support
babies spine and neck at all
times.

Circletime

I’m a Little
Teapot

prep

Lapride

Washing
Machine

Toast is ready
Out it pops

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Parent to jump up on “pops!”
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Prep
verse

*OR

Instruments

≥5

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

Chorus

Give each baby a beater and ask parents to assist child
by holding triangle

* If triangles are not available
finger
cymbals
can
be
substituted.
Parent to assist child to rock side to side
Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
“tick tock….” (up and down four times)
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
the triangle.
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Clocks

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥5

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

Parent to hold babies arms and keep the beat with both
hands together on the skin of the drum

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap alternate hands on “tick
tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to “tick tock….” Faster (up and
down four times)
Parent to gently rub baby’s palms in tiny circles.

Bunny

Parents and babies to bounce frogs on Lycra in time to
the beat

Dog

Parents and babies to jiggle the Lycra in small fast
movements

Kitten

Parents and babies work together as a group rock the
Lycra side to side.

*
Circledance

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle with
baby on laps
facing centre

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

Some babies also like to hold a
beanbag as well as watching

Circledance

My Pets

verse

Instruments

Clocks
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Reserve

Instruments

≥4

Mixed
Percussion
Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Prep

Instruments

One, Two
Buckle My
Shoe

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Knock Knock - Lesson 8
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Fingerplay

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part of the
child's body as you sing the solfege

Three little mice went out
to play

Parent to support baby with one hand
and creep the other hand towards the
child (like a creeping mouse)

Gathering crumbs along the
way.

Parent to “nibble” at the child's leg with
their fingers.

Out jumped a pussycat sleek
and black,

Parent to “jump” other hand out from
behind their back and land on the child's
legs.

He chased the little mice
and they scampered back!

Parent to “tickle” fingers all over child’s
body as if chasing the mouse.

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

If the child finds this activity too
overwhelming parents can do the
actions gently and slowly on the
child's hands until the child is
able
to
anticipate
the
movements.

Fingerplay

Three Little
Mice

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Sensory

≥17

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Lapride

≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Parent to cup their fingers and gently tap child's back

Dog

Using “spider fingers” run fingers around child's back

Kitten

Using flat hands gently stroke child's back

I’m a little

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Shake one hand

Here is my spout

Shake other hand

When I get all steamed up

Lean forward

Then I shout

Pop back up to sitting position

Tip me over

Lean child back slowly to left whilst lifting
legs into the air

Pour me out

Tip child forward to the right.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Shake one hand

Right here for you

Shake other hand

Wait a little while

Lean forward

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

I’m A Little
Teapot

Bunny

Sensory

My Pets

Until it’s hot
Toast is ready
Out it pops

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Parent to lift knees on “pops!”
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Circledance

≥11

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥16

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Parents to hold babies in possum position and use one hand
to hold Rainbow Ring

A

Walk anticlockwise holding Rainbow Ring

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” hold Rainbow Ring and stretch back
For “We’re going in..” lean into centre
“We’re going up..” lift Rainbow Ring up
“We’re going down..” bring Rainbow Ring down
“Are your ready” hold ring still ready to begin again

B

Step back slowly and stretch Ring (count out 2,3,4), return
to centre (count in 2,3,4), repeat

C

Walk anticlockwise whilst tapping ring in the air.

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give bells tiny shakes and assist baby to
move to the lyrics of the music.
Taps can be done on the baby’s knees

Bounce –

Parents to assist babies to bounce bells on the floor

Stomp-

Parents to help child use alternate hands to tap on the
floor.

Ensure that parents continue to
hold Rainbow Ring so that it does
not “snap back” and hurt
anyone.

Ensure that babies and parents
have bells so that if babies resist
being guided they can engage in
discovery play whilst parents do
actions.

Instruments

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

Prep

Circledance

Rattle’n’Roll
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Instruments

≥4

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children
hear the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist
the babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Parents to stand in a circle, holding babies on one hip &
parachute in the other hand

A

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet.
On “stop” stand still, scoop parachute up.
On “red light” do a high shake

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” lift parachute in three little upward
steps
On “vroom,” pull parachute back down to starting position.

Locomotor

Drivin’ In My
Car

≥6

Parents to
stand in a
circle, holding
babies

Lapride

≥14

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Verse

Parent supporting child's arms, move arms as if chugging
along.

Chugga,

Jig jog alternate knees

Toot,toot

Bounce knees together

“shsh..”

Lean forward

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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If babies are too heavy to walk
around this activity can be done
with parents on chairs with
babies on laps facing centre.
Replace walking in section A with
bouncing parachute, all other
movements can be completed as
indicated.

The movements in this piece
help the child feel the “ti-ti”
(chugga) rhythms and the “tun”
(toot) rhythms.

Lapride

Old Steam
Train

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Locomotor

Mixed
Percussion

Instruments

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe
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Circletime

≥12

Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

Parents to move in a circle in an anti clockwise direction.
Parents to bounce baby to the beat

B

Parents turn to face the centre.
Rock baby side to side in small “tun” movements

Prep

Parents to give child two rainshakers to hold whilst they
hide ribbons/scarves behind their backs.

A

Parents to assist babies to bounce rainshakers on the
floor.

B

Float ribbons (scarves) into the centre and back.

Instruments

*OR

≥10

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

* If rainshakers are not available
egg shakers can be substituted.
Scarves can be substituted for
ribbons sticks.
Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Shoo Fly

A

Circletime

Old King Cole

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥10

A

Tippy
fingerpuppets
Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

B

Parents to assist babies to tap Tippy on the drum.

Parents to assist babies to slide Tippy side to side on
the skin of the drum

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.
If babies resist being helped
parents can tap fingers or slide
palms on the drum.

Instruments

Shoo Fly
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Reserve
Bunny

Parents and babies to bounce frogs on Lycra in time to the
beat

Dog

Parents and babies to jiggle the Lycra in small fast
movements

Kitten

Parents and babies work together as a group rock the Lycra
side to side.

Some babies also like to hold a
beanbag as well as watching

*
Circledance

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle with
baby on laps
facing centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Circledance

My Pets

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 8
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Knock Knock - Lesson 9
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Fingerplay

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Three little mice went out
to play

Parent to support baby with one hand and
creep the other hand towards the child
(like a creeping mouse)

Gathering crumbs along
the way.

Parent to “nibble” at the child's leg with
their fingers.

Out jumped a pussycat
sleek and black,

Parent to “jump” other hand out from
behind their back and land on the child's
legs.

He chased the little mice
and they scampered back!

Parent to “tickle” fingers all over child’s
body as if chasing the mouse.

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

If the child finds this activity too
overwhelming parents can do the
actions gently and slowly on the
child's hands until the child is
able
to
anticipate
the
movements.

Fingerplay

Three Little
Mice

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Sensory

≥17

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Lapride

≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Parent to cup their fingers and gently tap child's back

Dog

Using “spider fingers” run fingers around child's back

Kitten

Using flat hands gently stroke child's back

I’m a little

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Shake one hand

Here is my spout

Shake other hand

When I get all steamed up

Lean forward

Then I shout

Pop back up to sitting position

Tip me over

Lean child back slowly to left whilst lifting
legs into the air

Pour me out

Tip child forward to the right.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Shake one hand

Right here for you

Shake other hand

Wait a little while

Lean forward

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

I’m A Little
Teapot

Bunny

Sensory

My Pets

Until it’s hot
Toast is ready
Out it pops

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Parent to lift knees on “pops!”
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Circledance

≥11

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥16

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Parents to hold babies in possum position and use one
hand to hold Rainbow Ring

A

Walk anticlockwise holding Rainbow Ring

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” hold Rainbow Ring and stretch
back
For “We’re going in..” lean into centre
“We’re going up..” lift Rainbow Ring up
“We’re going down..” bring Rainbow Ring down
“Are your ready” hold ring still ready to begin again

B

Step back slowly and stretch Ring (count out 2,3,4),
return to centre (count in 2,3,4), repeat

C

Walk anticlockwise whilst tapping ring in the air.

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give bells tiny shakes and assist baby to
move to the lyrics of the music.
Taps can be done on the baby’s knees

Bounce –

Parents to assist babies to bounce bells on the floor

Stomp-

Parents to help child use alternate hands to tap on the
floor.

Ensure that parents continue to
hold Rainbow Ring so that it does
not “snap back” and hurt
anyone.

Ensure that babies and parents
have bells so that if babies resist
being guided they can engage in
discovery play whilst parents do
actions.

Instruments

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

Prep

Circledance

Rattle’n’Roll
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A

Locomotor

*OR

≥21

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Lapride

≥14

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥12

Parents to
stand in a circ
le. Hold babies
in possum
position

Highlight the importance of eye
tracking in this activity as the
babies focus on the ribbons.

B

Stand and face the centre.
If children wish to walk please
Follow actions in the lyrics, gently touching the scarf or ensure that scarves are used to
ribbon stick to each part of the child's body.
avoid injury if the child falls
over.

Verse

Parent supporting child's arms, move arms as if chugging
along.

Chugga,

Jig jog alternate knees

Toot,toot

Bounce knees together

“shsh..”

Lean forward

A

Parents to move in a circle in an anti clockwise
direction.
Parents to bounce baby to the beat

B

Parents turn to face the centre.
Rock baby side to side in small “tun” movements

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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The movements in this piece
help the child feel the “ti-ti”
(chugga) rhythms and the “tun”
(toot) rhythms.

Circletime

Old King Cole

Walkers may prefer to walk around the circle carrying
their scarf.

* Scarves can be used as an
alternative to ribbon sticks.

Lapride

Old Steam
Train

Parent to hold ribbon stick in one hand and support
baby with the other arm. Gently rock side to side as
they walk around the circle waving the ribbons where
the baby can see.

Locomotor

Fly
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Instruments

≥10

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

Prep

Parents to give child two rainshakers to hold whilst they
hide ribbons/scarves behind their backs.

A

Parents to assist babies to bounce rainshakers on the
floor.

B

Float ribbons (scarves) into the centre and back.

* If rainshakersare not available
egg shakers can be substituted.
Scarves can be substituted for
ribbons sticks.
Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Shoo Fly

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum
A

Parents to assist babies to tap Tippy on the drum.

If babies resist being helped
parents can tap fingers or slide
palms on the drum.

Instruments

Tippy
fingerpuppets

≥10

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

B

Parents to assist babies to slide Tippy side to side on
the skin of the drum

Instruments

Shoo Fly
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Peekaboo

≥20

Parents to sit
with legs
outstretched
with babies on
floor facing
parent

Intro

Parent holds scarf up in front of baby

Skinamarink

Rock side scarf side to side.
On “I love you” lower scarf and lean forward and
kiss baby.
Repeat rock and lowering scarf.

I love you in the …

Parent and child rock backwards and forwards
slowly (back 2,3,4, forward 2,3,4)

Peekaboo

Skinnamarink

Reserve

Instruments

≥4

Mixed
Percussion

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a
time. Name the instruments and play them so that the
children hear the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to
assist the babies to try different instruments throughout
the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not
assisting their child they may like to play an instrument
to the beat.

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Instruments

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Knock Knock - Lesson 10
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

ßWelcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
sideways.

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle

On “wiggle” tickle fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Bounce

On “bounce” spring fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Stomp

On “stomp” tap gently on child's shoulder.
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's.
For “tap” tap on back.
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back.

Sensory

≥16

Prep

Lapride

≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Prep

Give each parent a scarf to place behind their backs

A
Old King….

Parents to lift alternated knees as if marching so that
baby rocks side to side.

Play your..

Bounce child once on “fiddle di dee”
Repeat

Play it one
two three

Three even bounces on “Play……three” (say “one, two
three”)

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in
front of baby.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

By watching the scarves move
the babies will be enhancing
their eye tracking skills.

Lapride

Old King Cole

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp
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Circledance

≥11

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥16

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥6

Parents to
stand in a
circle, holding
babies

A

Walk anticlockwise holding Rainbow Ring

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” hold Rainbow Ring and stretch back
For “We’re going in..” lean into centre
“We’re going up..” lift Rainbow Ring up
“We’re going down..” bring Rainbow Ring down
“Are your ready” hold ring still ready to begin again

B

Step back slowly and stretch Ring (count out 2,3,4), return to
centre (count in 2,3,4), repeat

C

Walk anticlockwise whilst tapping ring in the air.

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give bells tiny shakes and assist baby to move
to the lyrics of the music.
Taps can be done on the baby’s knees

Bounce –

Parents to assist babies to bounce bells on the floor

Stomp-

Parents to help child use alternate hands to tap on the
floor.

Prep

Parents to stand in a circle, holding babies on one hip &
parachute in the other hand

A

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet.
On “stop” stand still, scoop parachute up.
On “red light” do a high shake

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” lift parachute in three little upward
steps
On “vroom,” pull parachute back down to starting position.

Ensure that parents continue to
hold Rainbow Ring so that it does
not “snap back” and hurt
anyone.

Ensure that babies and parents
have bells so that if babies resist
being guided they can engage in
discovery play whilst parents do
actions.

If babies are too heavy to walk
around this activity can be done
with parents on chairs with
babies on laps facing centre.
Replace walking in section A with
bouncing parachute, all other
movements can be completed as
indicated.

Locomotor

Drivin’ In My
Car

Parents to hold babies in possum position and use one hand to
hold Rainbow Ring

Instruments

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

Prep

Circledance

Rattle’n’Roll
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Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥4

Prep

Circletime

≥20

Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

One & two

Parent to make three tiny taps on each foot

Three & four

Gently lift child’s hands and tap three little taps in the
air, as if knocking on the door.

Five & Six

Gently lift one of the child's legs up and then the other
leg. Keep holding them up until the following action.

Seven, Eight

Gently bounce each leg back down.

Nine & ten

Cuddle rock side to side.

Intro

Rock on the spot

Skinamarink

Moving in a clockwise direction (step out on right foot)
use a “walk bob” movement.
On “I love ” walk into the centre
On “you” lift child up and shuffle to the circle
Repeat actions

I love you in
the

Parents to turn to their right.
Jiggle baby four times to the outside
Jiggle baby four times to the inside.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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With repetition children become
familiar
with
the
number
sequence in this song.

Circletime

Skinnamarink

Parent to drop forward and lean back as numbers are sung
Parents to hold child still to listen to the action described.
In the instrumental response do following actions:

Lapride

One, Two
Buckle My
Shoe
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Prep

Parents to give child two rainshakers to hold whilst they
hide ribbons/scarves behind their backs.

A

Parents to assist babies to bounce rainshakers on the
floor.

B

Float ribbons (scarves) into the centre and back.

Instruments

*OR

≥10

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

* If rainshakers are not available
egg shakers can be substituted.
Scarves can be substituted for
ribbons sticks.
Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Shoo Fly

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum
A

Parents to assist babies to tap Tippy on the drum.

If babies resist being helped
parents can tap fingers or slide
palms on the drum.

Instruments

Tippy
fingerpuppets

≥10

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

B

Parents to assist babies to slide Tippy side to side on the skin of
the drum

Instruments

Shoo Fly
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A
Old King….

Parents and babies to bounce Lycra

* Turtle beanbags can be
substituted if frogs not available.

Play your..

Say “hold it still, hold it still”

Play it one
two three

Sing “ready let’s toss”

B

Parents to move Lycra in small sharp movements left
and right, starting on left in time to the music

This activity is particularly good
for encouraging the babies to
watch the beanbags bounce,
enhancing their eye-tracking
skills.

Locomotor

*

≥12

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Locomotor

Old King Cole

Reserve

Instruments

≥7

Mixed
Percussion

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time. Name
the instruments and play them so that the children hear the
sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Instruments

Bella the
Elephant

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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Knock Knock - Lesson 10A
Song
Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥16

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
sideways.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Prep

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle

On “wiggle” tickle fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Bounce

On “bounce” spring fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Stomp

On “stomp” tap gently on child's shoulder.
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's.
For “tap” tap on back.
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back.

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Lapride

≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Circledance

≥11

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Give each parent a scarf to place behind their backs

A
Old King….

Parents to lift alternated knees as if marching so that
baby rocks side to side.

Play your..

Bounce child once on “fiddle di dee”
Repeat

Play it one
two three

Three even bounces on “Play……three” (say “one, two
three”)

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in
front of baby.

Prep

Parents to hold babies in possum position and use one hand to
hold Rainbow Ring

A

Walk anticlockwise holding Rainbow Ring

Chorus

For “We’re going out..” hold Rainbow Ring and stretch back
For “We’re going in..” lean into centre
“We’re going up..” lift Rainbow Ring up
“We’re going down..” bring Rainbow Ring down
“Are your ready” hold ring still ready to begin again

B

Step back slowly and stretch Ring (count out 2,3,4), return to
centre (count in 2,3,4), repeat

C

Walk anticlockwise whilst tapping ring in the air.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers
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By watching the scarves move
the babies will be enhancing
their eye tracking skills.

Ensure that parents continue to
hold Rainbow Ring so that it does
not “snap back” and hurt
anyone.

Circledance

Rattle’n’Roll

Prep

Lapride

Old King Cole
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Instruments

≥9

Instruments

≥13

Parents clap in front of baby

Verse
roll

Parents to assist baby to roll rainshaker

spread

Parent to assist baby to drag rainshaker across floor

Chop

Parent and child to tap on block

Sizzle

Parents to assist children to gently shake rainshakers as
if “sizzling”

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Parents to stand in a circle, holding babies on one hip &
parachute in the other hand

A

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet.
On “stop” stand still, scoop parachute up.
On “red light” do a high shake

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” lift parachute in three little upward
steps
On “vroom,” pull parachute back down to starting position.

Parents to
stand in a
circle, holding
babies

At the end of the second chorus
direct parents to bring out tap
blocks.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

If babies are too heavy to walk
around this activity can be done
with parents on chairs with
babies on laps facing centre.
Replace walking in section A with
bouncing parachute, all other
movements can be completed as
indicated.

Locomotor

Locomotor

Chorus
“lets cook…”

Mixed
Percussion

Drivin’ In My
Car

≥6

Give rainshaker to baby, place tapblock and beater out
of sight behind parent.

Instruments

Wishy Washy

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Prep

Instruments

Lets Cook
Pizza
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Lapride

≥4

Prep

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥20

Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

One & two

Parent to make three tiny taps on each foot

Three & four

Gently lift child’s hands and tap three little taps in the
air, as if knocking on the door.

Five & Six

Gently lift one of the child's legs up and then the other
leg. Keep holding them up until the following action.

Seven, Eight

Gently bounce each leg back down.

Nine & ten

Cuddle rock side to side.

Intro

Rock on the spot

Skinamarink

Moving in a clockwise direction (step out on right foot)
use a “walk bob” movement.
On “I love ” walk into the centre
On “you” lift child up and shuffle to the circle
Repeat actions

I love you in
the …

Parents to turn to their right.
Jiggle baby four times to the outside
Jiggle baby four times to the inside.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 10A

With repetition children become
familiar
with
the
number
sequence in this song.

Circletime

Skinnamarink

Parent to drop forward and lean back as numbers are sung
Parents to hold child still to listen to the action described.
In the instrumental response do following actions:

Lapride

One, Two
Buckle My
Shoe
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Prep

Parents to give child two rainshakers to hold whilst they hide
ribbons/scarves behind their backs.

A

Parents to assist babies to bounce rainshakers on the floor.

B

Float ribbons (scarves) into the centre and back.

Instruments

*OR

≥10

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

* If rainshakers are not available
egg shakers can be substituted.
Scarves can be substituted for
ribbons sticks.
Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Shoo Fly

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum
A

Parents to assist babies to tap Tippy on the drum.

If babies resist being helped
parents can tap fingers or slide
palms on the drum.

Instruments

Tippy
fingerpuppets

≥10

Parents sitting
around
gathering drum
with babies on
their laps

This activity encourages the
children to notice changes in
tempo.

B

Parents to assist babies to slide Tippy side to side on the skin
of the drum

Instruments

Shoo Fly

77

Reserve
A
Old King….

Parents and babies to bounce Lycra

Play your..

Say “hold it still, hold it still”

Play it one
two three

Sing “ready let’s toss”

B

Parents to move Lycra in small sharp movements left
and right, starting on left in time to the music

*

Locomotor

≥12

Parents sitting
in a circle with
babies on their
laps

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

This activity is particularly good
for encouraging the babies to
watch the beanbags bounce,
enhancing their eye-tracking
skills.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

* Turtle beanbags can be
substituted if frogs not available.

Locomotor

Old King Cole

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 10A
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Knock Knock - Lesson 11
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥11

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

Chorus

Help child to stretch arms out wide:
For “We’re going out..” assist gently wrap hands around top
of child's arms and slide out to wrists
For “We’re going in..” rub arms back to shoulders
“We’re going up..” place flat palms on lower back and rub
upwards
“We’re going down..” move hands back down back
“Are your ready” place hands on ribs ready to begin again

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.
B

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

C

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Rattle’n’Roll

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies

79

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give tiny gentle shakes.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” tap child gently on their leg.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Bounce –

On “bounce” lift heels to bounce baby.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Stomp-

On “Stomp” parent lifts one heel at a time to rock baby
slowly side to side. (two stomps for each time)
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Lapride

≥16

Prep

Circledance

≥10

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

A

Stomp around circle firmly shaking parachute in time to the
beat (punching action)

B

Hold parachute at waist. Wave up for count of four, then down
to count of four

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Change directions on each new A
section
to
add
an
extra
challenge!

Circledance

Shoo Fly

Lapride

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

Continue through this section.

Knock Knock – 11
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Instruments

≥9

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Give rainshaker to baby, place tapblock and beater out
of sight behind parent.

Chorus
“lets cook…”

Parents clap in front of baby

Verse
roll

Parents to assist baby to roll rainshaker

spread

Parent to assist baby to drag rainshaker across floor

Chop

Parent and child to tap on block

Sizzle

Parents to assist children to gently shake rainshakers as
if “sizzling”

Prep

Give each child a beater and ask parents to assist child
by holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to
“tick tock….” (up and down four times)
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside the
triangle.

Instruments

*OR

≥5

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

At the end of the second chorus
direct parents to bring out tap
blocks.

If the child resists being helped
during the chorus, allow the
child to engage in discovery play.
* Castanets can be substituted
for triangles in this activity,
although it may be difficult to
achieve tikka rhythms.

Instruments

Clocks

Prep

Instruments

Lets Cook
Pizza
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A
*OR

Parent to hold ribbon stick in one hand and support
baby with the other arm. Gently rock side to side as
they walk around the circle waving the ribbons where
the baby can see.

Locomotor

Walkers may prefer to walk around the circle carrying
their scarf.

≥21

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Lapride

≥14

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥12

Parents to
stand in a circ
le. Hold babies
in possum
position

B

Stand and face the centre.
Follow actions in the lyrics, gently touching the scarf or
ribbon stick to each part of the child's body.

If children wish to walk please
ensure that scarves are used to
avoid injury if the child falls
over.

Verse

Parent supporting child's arms, move arms as if chugging
along.

The movements in this piece
help the child feel the “ti-ti”
(chugga) rhythms and the “tun”
(toot) rhythms.

Chugga,

Jig jog alternate knees

Toot,toot

Bounce knees together

“shsh..”

Lean forward

A

Parents to move in a circle in an anti clockwise
direction.
Parents to bounce baby to the beat

B

Parents turn to face the centre.
Rock baby side to side in small “tun” movements

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 11

Circletime

Old King Cole

Highlight the importance of eye
tracking in this activity as the
babies focus on the ribbons.

Lapride

Old Steam
Train

* Scarves can be used as an
alternative to ribbon sticks.

Locomotor

Fly
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Instruments

*Mixed
Percussion

≥8

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

chorus

Parents to assist babies to tap egg shakers on floor

Hide…

Parents to assist babies to tap eggs shakers and then
hide them behind back.

Wake up…

Parents to assist babies to hug shakers to child's chest
and stretch arms out.

Dance…

Parents to assist babies to dance shakers the air

* Free discovery play with Mixed
Percussion can be used as an
alternative to choreographed
movements with egg shakers if
shakers are unavailable or if
babies are resistant to being
guided.

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥8

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

chorus

Bounce fingertips on drum

Hide…

Clap hands and then hide hands behind back.

Wake up…

Hold tight fist on rim of drum and lean forward as you
spread fingers across the skin.

Dance…

Dance fingers on drum.

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

Reserve

Parents to sit
with legs
outstretched
with babies on
floor facing
parent

Parent holds scarf up in front of baby

Skinamarink

Rock side scarf side to side.
On “I love you” lower scarf and lean forward and kiss
baby.
Repeat rock and lowering scarf.

I love you in
the

Parent and child rock backwards and forwards slowly
(back 2,3,4, forward 2,3,4)

You Just Need
To Know

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

≥22

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

Farewell

Peekaboo

≥20

Intro

Peekaboo

Skinnamarink
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Knock Knock - Lesson 12
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥11

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

Chorus

Help child to stretch arms out wide:
For “We’re going out..” assist gently wrap hands around top
of child's arms and slide out to wrists
For “We’re going in..” rub arms back to shoulders
“We’re going up..” place flat palms on lower back and rub
upwards
“We’re going down..” move hands back down back
“Are your ready” place hands on ribs ready to begin again

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.

B

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

C

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 12

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

Rattle’n’Roll

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies

Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give tiny gentle shakes.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” tap child gently on their leg.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Bounce –

On “bounce” lift heels to bounce baby.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Stomp-

On “Stomp” parent lifts one heel at a time to rock baby
slowly side to side. (two stomps for each time)
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Drivin’ In My
Car

≥6

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥19

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Walk clockwise feeling the beat in feet
On “stop” stand still and lean back (as if braking)

B

Stand still and face the centre
On “beep, beep, beep” give the child three little bounces
On “vroom,” swish baby into the centre of the circle

Prep

Parent to give the baby two beaters

Play

Encourage babies to bounce beaters on any of the chime
bars in the box. Parent can assist if they wish.

The movements in this circle
dance help the babies feel the
AB form of this piece.

Encourage parents to supervise
babies closely whilst babies have
beaters. Ensure babies do not
walk around with beaters.

Instruments

I’m a Little
Teapot

A

Circledance

Circledance

Lapride

≥16

Prep

Lapride

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp
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Prep

Give each child a beater and ask parents to assist child by
holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to “tick
tock….” (up and down four times)
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside the
triangle.

Instruments

*OR

≥5

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

A
*OR

Parent to hold ribbon stick in one hand and support baby with the
other arm. Gently rock side to side as they walk around the circle
waving the ribbons where the baby can see.

Locomotor

Walkers may prefer to walk around the circle carrying their scarf.

≥21

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Lapride

≥14

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

Stand and face the centre.
Follow actions in the lyrics, gently touching the scarf or ribbon
stick to each part of the child's body.

Verse

Parent supporting child's arms, move arms as if chugging
along.

Chugga,

Jig jog alternate knees

Toot,toot

Bounce knees together

“shsh..”

Lean forward

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 12

* Scarves can be used as an
alternative to ribbon sticks.
Highlight the importance of eye
tracking in this activity as the
babies focus on the ribbons.
If children wish to walk please
ensure that scarves are used to
avoid injury if the child falls
over.
The movements in this piece
help the child feel the “ti-ti”
(chugga) rhythms and the “tun”
(toot) rhythms.

Lapride

Old Steam
Train

B

* Castanets can be substituted
for triangles in this activity,
although it may be difficult to
achieve tikka rhythms.

Locomotor

Fly

If the child resists being helped
during the chorus, allow the
child to engage in discovery play.

Instruments

Clocks
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Circletime

≥12

Parents to
stand in a circ
le. Hold babies
in possum
position

Instruments

*OR
Mixed
Percussion

≥8

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

Parents to move in a circle in an anti clockwise direction.
Parents to bounce baby to the beat

B

Parents turn to face the centre.
Rock baby side to side in small “tun” movements

chorus

Parents to assist babies to tap egg shakers on floor

Hide…

Parents to assist babies to tap eggs shakers and then
hide them behind back.

Wake up…

Parents to assist babies to hug shakers to child's chest
and stretch arms out.

Dance…

Parents to assist babies to dance shakers the air

* Free discovery play with Mixed
Percussion can be used as an
alternative to choreographed
movements with egg shakers if
shakers are unavailable or if
babies are resistant to being
guided.

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

A

Circletime

Old King Cole

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥8

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

chorus

Bounce fingertips on drum

Hide…

Clap hands and then hide hands behind back.

Wake up…

Hold tight fist on rim of drum and lean forward as you
spread fingers across the skin.

Dance…

Dance fingers on drum.

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

87

Reserve

Fingerplay

Parents on
chairs with
babies on laps
facing centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Teacher to show children the puppet with Jack hidden.
Say the rhyme:
Jack, Jack down you go,
In your box down so low,
Jack, Jack climb to the top,
Quickly now up you pop.
On “pop”, jump Jack up.

Play

Say the rhyme. Ask parents to lift one knee to “pop” bb up
on “pop!”

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

prep

Fingerplay

Jack, Jack
Down You Go

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 12
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Knock Knock - Lesson 13
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

A Knock,
knock

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Management

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
sideways.

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle

On “wiggle” tickle fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Bounce

On “bounce” spring fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back
On “stomp” tap gently on child's shoulder.
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's.
For “tap” tap on back.
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back.

One, Two
Buckle My
Shoe

Prep

Prep movements well before playing CD

Lapride

≥4

Parent to drop forward and lean back as numbers are sung
Parents to hold child still to listen to the action described.
In the instrumental response do following actions:

Parents sitting
on floor with
children on laps
facing centre

One &
two

Parent to make three tiny taps on each foot

Three &
four

Gently lift child’s hands and tap three little taps in the air,
as if knocking on the door.

Five & Six

Gently lift one of the child's legs up and then the other leg.
Keep holding them up until the following action.

Seven,
Eight

Gently bounce each leg back down.

Nine &
ten

Cuddle rock side to side.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 13

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Lapride

Stomp
Sensory

≥16

Prep

Sensory

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp
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≥20
Circletime

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Child
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Instruments

≥19

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Skinamarink

Little shaking movements up high.
On “I love” hold parachute high
On “you” lower parachute and lean forward
Repeat actions

I love you in
the….

Parents lean back and stretch parachute tight (back
2,3,4,) and lean forward (forward 2,3,4)
Repeat

Prep

Parent to give the baby two beaters

Play

Encourage babies to bounce beaters on any of the chime
bars in the box. Parent can assist if they wish.

Prep

Give each baby and parent two rainshakers

Play

Encourage free discovery play with rainshakers. Encourage
parents to shake rainshakers to the beat on either side of the
baby’s head so that the child is immersed in the sound and
feel of the beat.

Instruments

*OR

≥7

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

This parachute activity is done as
a lovely “peekaboo” activity.

Encourage parents to supervise
babies closely whilst babies have
beaters. Ensure babies do not
walk around with beaters.

* Eggs or bells can be substituted
in this activity if rainshakers are
unavailable or to provide variety
of experience.

Instruments

Bella the
Elephant

Parent holds parachute up in front of babies

Instruments

I’m a Little
Teapot

Intro

Circletime

Skinnamarink
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Locomotor

≥14

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥12

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Place Jungle Puppets on Lycra
Parents to do following actions

Verse

Gently rock Lycra side to side as if swaying in a train

Chugga,

Hold Lycra and jiggle with alternate hands

Toot,toot

Bounce Lycra to the beat

“shsh..”

Hold hands still and lean forward

Prep

Give each parent a scarf to place behind their backs

A
Old King….

Parents to lift alternated knees as if marching so that
baby rocks side to side.

Play your..

Bounce child once on “fiddle di dee”
Repeat

Play it one
two three

Three even bounces on “Play……three” (say “one, two
three”)

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in
front of baby.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 13

As children watch puppets move
their eyes will focus and track
puppet movements.

By watching the scarves move
the babies will be enhancing
their eye tracking skills.

Lapride

Old King Cole

Prep

Locomotor

Old Steam
Train
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Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

Circletime

≥20

Locomotor

≥15

Parents sitting
in a circle. Sit
babies in hoops
in front of
parents

Rock on the spot

Skinamarink

Moving in a clockwise direction (step out on right foot)
use a “walk bob” movement.
On “I love ” walk into the centre
On “you” lift child up and shuffle to the circle
Repeat actions

I love you in
the

Parents to turn to their right.
Jiggle baby four times to the outside
Jiggle baby four times to the inside.

prep

Give each parent a hoop and ask them to sit baby in hoop,
as if sitting in the washing machine!

A

Parent to hold baby’s hands and hoop and gently lifts hoop
up horizontally, as if water filling up machine.
Bring hoop down after each “washing machine”.
On “clean those clothes” replace hoop on floor ready to
begin again.

B

Parents to support baby under their armpits and gently
bounce baby up and down as if popping bubbles on “pop,
pop, pop”.
If baby is too big to lift parent can hold baby’s hands and
shake to “pop, pop, pop”.
On “clean those clothes” lift hoop and hold baby’s hands
and hoop ready to twist hoop.

C

Parents to help child to hold hoop and twist from side to
side (like the agitation movement of a washing machine.

Locomotor

Washing
Machine

Intro

Circletime

Skinnamarink
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Reserve

Instruments

*OR
Mixed
Percussion

≥8

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

chorus

Parents to assist babies to tap egg shakers on floor

Hide…

Parents to assist babies to tap eggs shakers and then
hide them behind back.

Wake up…

Parents to assist babies to hug shakers to child's chest
and stretch arms out.

Dance…

Parents to assist babies to dance shakers the air

* Free discovery play with Mixed
Percussion can be used as an
alternative to choreographed
movements with egg shakers if
shakers are unavailable or if
babies are resistant to being
guided.

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥8

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Bounce fingertips on drum

Hide…

Clap hands and then hide hands behind back.

Wake up…

Hold tight fist on rim of drum and lean forward as you
spread fingers across the skin.

Dance…

Dance fingers on drum.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

chorus

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 13
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Knock Knock - Lesson 14
Song
Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥16

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
sideways.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Prep

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle

On “wiggle” tickle fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Bounce

On “bounce” spring fingers on child's back
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's
For “tap” tap on back
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back

Stomp

On “stomp” tap gently on child's shoulder.
For “round & round” rub fingers in a circular motion on the
child's.
For “tap” tap on back.
For “clap” bounce flat hand on back.

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Parents sitting
on floor with
children on laps
facing centre

Circledance

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

One & two

Parent to make three tiny taps on each foot

Three & four

Gently lift child’s hands and tap three little taps in the
air, as if knocking on the door.

Five & Six

Gently lift one of the child's legs up and then the other
leg. Keep holding them up until the following action.

Seven, Eight

Gently bounce each leg back down.

Nine & ten

Cuddle rock side to side.

A

Stomp around circle firmly shaking parachute in time to
the beat (punching action)

B

Hold parachute at waist. Wave up for count of four,
then down to count of four
Continue through this section.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 14

Change directions on each new A
section
to
add
an
extra
challenge!

Circledance

Shoo Fly

≥10

Prep movements well before playing CD
Parent to drop forward and lean back as numbers are
sung
Parents to hold child still to listen to the action
described.
In the instrumental response do following actions:

Lapride

≥4

Prep

Lapride

One, Two
Buckle My
Shoe
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Instruments

≥19

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Instruments

*OR

≥3

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥14

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Play

Encourage babies to bounce beaters on any of the
chime bars in the box. Parent can assist if they wish.

V1
Mopping

Parent to assist child to sweep “mop” side to side with
bells across the floor

Chorus
(“I’m mopping
up here….”)
V2
Shaking
V3
Polishing

Encourage parents to supervise
babies closely whilst babies have
beaters. Ensure babies do not
walk around with beaters.

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
Parents to pretend mop/shake/polish to one side and
instruments. If children are
the other side following the lyrics.
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
Parent to assist child to shake bells in the air in front of children are immersed in the
them.
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.
*egg shakers can be used as an
Parent to assist child to move bells in small circular
alternative if bells are
movements as if polishing the floor.
unavailable.

Prep

Place Jungle Puppets on Lycra
Parents to do following actions

Verse

Gently rock Lycra side to side as if swaying in a train

Chugga,

Hold Lycra and jiggle with alternate hands

Toot,toot

Bounce Lycra to the beat

“shsh..”

Hold hands still and lean forward

As children watch puppets move
their eyes will focus and track
puppet movements.

Locomotor

Old Steam
Train

Parent to give the baby two beaters

Instruments

Housework
Blues

Prep

Instruments

I’m a Little
Teapot
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Say Rub The Soap Rhyme; encourage parents to touch each part of
baby’s body as you mention it in the rhyme:
Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.
Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done

Lapride

≥13

Parents sitting
on chairs.
Children sitting
on parents laps
facing centre

intro

Gently rock baby side to side.

A

Cuddle baby in close to parent’s body (to ensure child's back &
neck are supported)
On “wishy washy” jiggle baby side to side
On “rub a dub dub/ scrubba dub, dub” hold baby still.

B

For “Bella, Bella .. ”rock side to side
“Where oh where” stand baby up on parent’s lap
“Is the Plug?” Move baby side to side as if looking for plug
“Oh My Goodness” parent to support baby’s torso and slightly
tip forward, keeping babies feet on parents lap.

Highlight
for
parents
the
importance of helping the child
become aware of the names of
parts of their body. This body
awareness builds a foundation
for future motor development.

Lapride

Rub The Soap
rhyme &
Wishy Washy

Ensure that babies’ bodies are
fully supported and that parents
do not lean too far forward.

Parents with walkers can stretch their legs out to form a
slippery slide and slide children down on “Oh my goodness”
C

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Sit baby back on lap ready to begin

Knock Knock – 14
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Circletime

≥20

Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

Locomotor

≥15

Parents sitting
in a circle. Sit
babies in hoops
in front of
parents

Rock on the spot

Skinamarink

Moving in a clockwise direction (step out on right foot)
use a “walk bob” movement.
On “I love ” walk into the centre
On “you” lift child up and shuffle to the circle
Repeat actions

I love you in
the

Parents to turn to their right.
Jiggle baby four times to the outside
Jiggle baby four times to the inside.

prep

Give each parent a hoop and ask them to sit baby in
hoop, as if sitting in the washing machine!

A

Parent to hold baby’s hands and hoop and gently lifts
hoop up horizontally, as if water filling up machine.
Bring hoop down after each “washing machine”.
On “clean those clothes” replace hoop on floor ready to
begin again.

B

Parents to support baby under their armpits and gently
bounce baby up and down as if popping bubbles on
“pop, pop, pop”.
If baby is too big to lift parent can hold baby’s hands
and shake to “pop, pop, pop”.
On “clean those clothes” lift hoop and hold baby’s
hands and hoop ready to twist hoop.

C

Parents to help child to hold hoop and twist from side
to side (like the agitation movement of a washing
machine.)

Locomotor

Washing
Machine

Intro

Circletime

Skinnamarink
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Reserve

Instruments

*OR
Mixed
Percussion

≥8

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

chorus

Parents to assist babies to tap egg shakers on floor

Hide…

Parents to assist babies to tap eggs shakers and then
hide them behind back.

Wake up…

Parents to assist babies to hug shakers to child's chest
and stretch arms out.

Dance…

Parents to assist babies to dance shakers the air

* Free discovery play with Mixed
Percussion can be used as an
alternative to choreographed
movements with egg shakers if
shakers are unavailable or if
babies are resistant to being
guided.

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥8

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Bounce fingertips on drum

Hide…

Clap hands and then hide hands behind back.

Wake up…

Hold tight fist on rim of drum and lean forward as you
spread fingers across the skin.

Dance…

Dance fingers on drum.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

chorus

Instruments

Dance Little
fingers

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 14
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Knock Knock - Lesson 15
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥11

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

Chorus

Help child to stretch arms out wide:
For “We’re going out..” assist gently wrap hands around top
of child's arms and slide out to wrists
For “We’re going in..” rub arms back to shoulders
“We’re going up..” place flat palms on lower back and rub
upwards
“We’re going down..” move hands back down back
“Are your ready” place hands on ribs ready to begin again

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.

B

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

C

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Rattle’n’Roll

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Lapride

≥6

Parents sitting
on floor with
children on laps
facing centre

Circledance

≥10

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

Instruments

≥14

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

B

On “beep, beep, beep” bounce, bounce, bounce.
On “vroom…” sccop child to the side as if cornering in a car.

A

Stomp around circle firmly shaking parachute in time to the beat
(punching action)

B

Hold parachute at waist. Wave up for count of four, then down to
count of four
Continue through this section.

prep

Give each child a tambourine. If child engaged in
discovery play give parent a tambourine also so that
they can perform movements.

Verse

Hold babies hands in the air and move as if chugging
along.

Chugga,

Parents to assist the babies to use alternate hand
movements tapping on the tambourine to “chugga”

Toot,toot

Parents to assist the babies to tap hands together on
tambourine

“shsh..”

Lean forward and slide tambourine on carpet

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 15

Change directions on each new A
section
to
add
an
extra
challenge!

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Old Steam
Train

Parents to bounce children on laps
On “beep, beep” parent to lift one knee to rock child to one side,
then the other side.
For “stop”, reach around to hold child’s wrists.
Scoop child's hands up (as in high 5) and tap twice on “red light”

Circledance

Shoo Fly

A

Lapride

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Instruments

≥9

Mixed
Percussion
Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥16

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Parents to sit in a circle with babies on their laps.

Bunny

Keep beat on knees

Dog

Move Rainbow Ring using a forward circular motion with hands
together

Kitten

Rock backwards and forwards

Prep

Prep movements for this song well

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give tiny gentle shakes.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” tap child gently on their leg.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Bounce –

On “bounce” lift heels to bounce baby.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Stomp-

On “Stomp” parent lifts one heel at a time to rock baby
slowly side to side. (two stomps for each time)
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Ensure that parents continue to
hold the Rainbow Ring to avoid
Rainbow Ring “snapping back”.

Lapride

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Locomotor

My Pets

Prep

Instruments

Let’s Cook
Pizza
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Circletime

≥8

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Walk in a circle anticlockwise
On “tap, tap, tap” parents to stand and face the
centre.

hide

Cuddle baby close.
On “clap” lean babies into the centre,
On “hide” pull babies back as parents turn away from
centre.
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face clockwise.

Wake up

On
On
On
On

Dance

Turning in own circle, pause on each wiggle and
“jiggle” the baby
On “ten little..” parents to turn and face centre.

Prep

Give bells to both parents and babies
Give parents a scarf to place behind their backs.

A

Parents to use tiny fast (titi) tapping around the baby
and on the babies body.

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in front
of baby.

Instruments

*OR

≥12

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

“wake up” jiggle baby
“squeeze” lean forward close to other children
“stretch” lean back (as if stretching the circle)
“ten little..” parents to turn and face anticlockwise.

* If babies are not yet walking
ribbon sticks can be used in
place of scarves. If any children
are
walking
please
ensure
scarves are used to avoid injury.

Instruments

Old King Cole

chorus

Circletime

Dance Little
Fingers

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥12

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

A

Parents to support babies arms and to play to the beat
using alternate hands.

B

Parents to support babies arms to play “tun, tun tun,
tun” using hands together.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 15

Instruments

Old King Cole
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Reserve
prep
Bella & Meilo

≥13
Instruments

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Farewell

≥22
Parents and
children stand
facing centre

A
“wishy washy..”

Parent to assist baby to rock tambourine from side
to side.

B
“Bella/Meilo…”

Place tambourine on floor.
Parent to assist baby to jump Bella/ Meilo
fingerpuppet in tambourine.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

At this age the babies will not
understand that the tambourine
represents a bath, however they
will enjoy experiencing
tambourines and the colourful
fingerpuppets.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Give each baby a tambourine to hold.
Give parent fingerpuppets and ask them to place Bella and
Meilo ready behind their backs.

Instruments

Wishy Washy
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Knock Knock - Lesson 15A
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥11

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

Chorus

Help child to stretch arms out wide:
For “We’re going out..” assist gently wrap hands around top
of child's arms and slide out to wrists
For “We’re going in..” rub arms back to shoulders
“We’re going up..” place flat palms on lower back and rub
upwards
“We’re going down..” move hands back down back
“Are your ready” place hands on ribs ready to begin again

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.
B
C

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side
Hold child around ribs and gently wriggle side to side

Knock Knock – 15A

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

Rattle’n’Roll

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies

Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.
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Lapride

≥6

Parents sitting
on floor with
children on laps
facing centre

Circledance

≥10

Parents to
stand in a circle
holding babies
in possum
position

On “beep, beep, beep” bounce, bounce, bounce.
On “vroom…” sccop child to the side as if cornering in a car.

A

Stomp around circle firmly shaking parachute in time
to the beat (punching action)

B

Hold parachute at waist. Wave up for count of four,
then down to count of four
Continue through this section.

Teacher to say the rhyme as parent touches each part of the body as
named in the rhyme.
On “squeak goes ducky” give the child a little tickle on their tummy.
Children sitting
in circle with
parents behind,
facing centre

Sensory

B

Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.

Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done.

Change directions on each new A
section
to
add
an
extra
challenge!

This sensory activity develops the
child’s awareness of body parts
and
build
body
awareness
important
for
later
motor
development.
Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

Rub The Soap

Parents to bounce children on laps
On “beep, beep” parent to lift one knee to rock child to one side,
then the other side.
For “stop”, reach around to hold child’s wrists.
Scoop child's hands up (as in high 5) and tap twice on “red light”

Circledance

Shoo Fly

A

Lapride

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Instruments

Bella & Meilo
fingerpuppets

≥13

Instruments

≥4

Mixed
Percussion

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

A
“wishy washy..”

Parent to assist baby to rock tambourine from side
to side.

B “Bella/Meilo…”

Place tambourine on floor.
Parent to assist baby to jump Bella/ Meilo
fingerpuppet in tambourine.

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Parents to sit in a circle with babies on their laps.

Bunny

Keep beat on knees

Dog

Move Rainbow Ring using a forward circular motion
with hands together

Kitten

Rock backwards and forwards

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 15A

At this age the babies will not
understand that the tambourine
represents a bath, however they
will enjoy experiencing
tambourines and the colourful
fingerpuppets.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Ensure that parents continue to
hold the Rainbow Ring to avoid
Rainbow Ring “snapping back”.

Locomotor

My Pets

Give each baby a tambourine to hold.
Give parent fingerpuppets and ask them to place
Bella and Meilo ready behind their backs.

Instruments

One, Two,
Buckle My
Shoe

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

prep

Instruments

Wishy Washy
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≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Shake one hand

Here is my spout

Shake other hand

When I get all steamed up

Lean forward

Then I shout

Pop back up to sitting position

Tip me over

Lean child back slowly to left whilst lifting
legs into the air

Pour me out

Tip child forward to the right.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Shake one hand

Right here for you

Shake other hand

Wait a little while

Lean forward

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Until it’s hot
Toast is ready
Out it pops

≥14

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parent to lift knees on “pops!”

verse

Walk in a conga line,
Teacher to bring conga line into a circle on last line

Chugga

Jiggle baby side to side

Toot

Drop bounce

Circletime

Old Steam
Train
Circletime

I’m a little

Lapride

I’m A Little
Teapot
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Fingerplay

Parents on
chairs with
babies on laps
facing centre

prep

Teacher to show children the puppet with Jack hidden.
Say the rhyme:
Jack, Jack down you go,
In your box down so low,
Jack, Jack climb to the top,
Quickly now up you pop.
On “pop”, jump Jack up.

Play

Say the rhyme. Ask parents to lift one knee to “pop” bb up
on “pop!”

Fingerplay

Jack, Jack
Down You Go

Reserve

Instruments

≥12

*OR
Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

Prep

Give bells to both parents and babies
Give parents a scarf to place behind their backs.

A

Parents to use tiny fast (titi) tapping around the baby
and on the babies body.

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in front
of baby.

* If babies are not yet walking
ribbon sticks can be used in
place of scarves. If any children
are
walking
please
ensure
scarves are used to avoid injury.

Instruments

Old King Cole

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥12

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

Farewell

≥22
Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parents to support babies arms and to play to the beat
using alternate hands.

B

Parents to support babies arms to play “tun, tun tun,
tun” using hands together.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

A

Instruments

Old King Cole

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 15A
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Knock Knock - Lesson 16
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥10

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Parents tap on child’s back and arms in time to the
music

B

Using flat palms gently stoke over the child's body

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Shoo Fly

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Lapride

≥6

Parents sitting
on floor with
children on laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Child
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Instruments

≥14

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

B

On “beep, beep, beep” bounce, bounce, bounce.
On “vroom…” sccop child to the side as if cornering in a car.

Intro

Parent holds parachute up in front of babies

Skinamarink

Little shaking movements up high.
On “I love” hold parachute high
On “you” lower parachute and lean forward
Repeat actions

I love you in
the….

Parents lean back and stretch parachute tight (back
2,3,4,) and lean forward (forward 2,3,4)
Repeat

prep

Give each child a tambourine. If child engaged in
discovery play give parent a tambourine also so that
they can perform movements.

Verse

Hold babies hands in the air and move as if chugging
along.

Chugga,

Parents to assist the babies to use alternate hand
movements tapping on the tambourine to “chugga”

Toot,toot

Parents to assist the babies to tap hands together on
tambourine

“shsh..”

Lean forward and slide tambourine on carpet

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 16

This parachute activity is done as
a lovely “peekaboo” activity.

Although directions are given for
choreographed movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Instruments

Old Steam
Train

Parents to bounce children on laps
On “beep, beep” parent to lift one knee to rock child to one
side, then the other side.
For “stop”, reach around to hold child’s wrists.
Scoop child's hands up (as in high 5) and tap twice on “red
light”

Circletime

Skinnamarink

A

Lapride

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Instruments

≥9

Mixed
Percussion
Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Baby
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Parents to sit in a circle with babies on their laps.

Bunny

Keep beat on knees

Dog

Move Rainbow Ring using a forward circular motion with
hands together

Kitten

Rock backwards and forwards

Prep

Parents sitting with baby facing the centre.

Intro

Parent holds scarf up in front of baby

“Skinnamarink…”

Rock side scarf side to side.
On “I love you” lower scarf and lean forward and kiss
baby.
Repeat rock and lowering scarf.

“I love you in
the…”

Parent and child rock backwards and forwards slowly
(back 2,3,4, forward 2,3,4)

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Ensure that parents continue to
hold the Rainbow Ring to avoid
Rainbow Ring “snapping back”.

This Lapride is a lovely little
“peekaboo” activity which builds
the bond between parent and
child.

Lapride

Skinnamarink

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time. Name
the instruments and play them so that the children hear the
sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Locomotor

My Pets

Prep

Instruments

Let’s Cook
Pizza
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parents to stand in a circle facing centre

Wiggle

Parent to jiggle baby on “wiggle”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to scoop baby in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Bounce

Parent to drop baby’s weight baby on “bounce”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Stamp

Parent to do tiny rocking movements side to side as they
stamp on “stamp, stamp, stamp”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Circletime

≥16

prep

Prep

Give bells to both parents and babies
Give parents a scarf to place behind their backs.

A

Parents to use tiny fast (titi) tapping around the baby and on
the babies body.

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in front of
baby.

Instruments

*

≥12

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

* If babies are not yet walking
ribbon sticks can be used in
place of scarves. If any children
are
walking
please
ensure
scarves are used to avoid injury.

Instruments

Old King Cole

Ensure that this is well prepped
and cued to help parents
remember the sequence of
movements.

Circletime

Wiggle,
Bounce,
Stomp

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥12

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

A

Parents to support babies arms and to play to the beat
using alternate hands.

B

Parents to support babies arms to play “tun, tun tun,
tun” using hands together.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 16

Instruments

Old King Cole
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Reserve

Fingerplay

Parents on
chairs with
babies on laps
facing centre

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Teacher to show children the puppet with Jack hidden.
Say the rhyme:
Jack, Jack down you go,
In your box down so low,
Jack, Jack climb to the top,
Quickly now up you pop.
On “pop”, jump Jack up.

Play

Say the rhyme. Ask parents to lift one knee to “pop” bb up
on “pop!”

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

prep

Fingerplay

Jack, Jack
Down You Go
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Knock Knock - Lesson 17
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥10

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Parents tap on child’s back and arms in time to the music

B

Using flat palms gently stoke over the child's body

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 17

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Shoo Fly

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Lapride

≥6

Parents sitting
on floor with
children on laps
facing centre

Circletime

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Child
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

On “beep, beep, beep” bounce, bounce, bounce.
On “vroom…” sccop child to the side as if cornering in a car.

Intro

Parent holds parachute up in front of babies

Skinamarink

Little shaking movements up high.
On “I love” hold parachute high
On “you” lower parachute and lean forward
Repeat actions

I love you in
the….

Parents lean back and stretch parachute tight (back
2,3,4,) and lean forward (forward 2,3,4)
Repeat

Teacher to say the rhyme as parent touches each part of the body as
named in the rhyme.
On “squeak goes ducky” give the child a little tickle on their tummy.
Children sitting
in circle with
parents
behind, facing
centre

Sensory

B

Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.
Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done.

This parachute activity is done as
a lovely “peekaboo” activity.

This sensory activity develops the
child’s awareness of body parts
and
build
body
awareness
important
for
later
motor
development.
Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

Rub The Soap

Parents to bounce children on laps
On “beep, beep” parent to lift one knee to rock child to one side,
then the other side.
For “stop”, reach around to hold child’s wrists.
Scoop child's hands up (as in high 5) and tap twice on “red light”

Circletime

Skinnamarink

A

Lapride

Drivin’ In My
Car
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Instruments

Bella & Meilo
fingerpuppets

≥13

Instruments

≥4

Mixed
Percussion

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

A “wishy
washy..”

Parent to assist baby to rock tambourine from side to
side.

B
“Bella/Meilo…”

Place tambourine on floor.
Parent to assist baby to jump Bella/ Meilo
fingerpuppet in tambourine.

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a
time. Name the instruments and play them so that the
children hear the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to
assist the babies to try different instruments throughout
the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not
assisting their child they may like to play an instrument
to the beat.

Prep

Parents to sit in a circle with babies on their laps.

Bunny

Keep beat on knees

Dog

Move Rainbow Ring using a forward circular motion
with hands together

Kitten

Rock backwards and forwards

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 17

At this age the babies will not
understand that the tambourine
represents a bath, however they
will enjoy experiencing
tambourines and the colourful
fingerpuppets.

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Ensure that parents continue to
hold the Rainbow Ring to avoid
Rainbow Ring “snapping back”.

Locomotor

My Pets

Give each baby a tambourine to hold.
Give parent fingerpuppets and ask them to place Bella
and Meilo ready behind their backs.

Instruments

One, Two
Buckle My
Shoe

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

prep

Instruments

Wishy Washy
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≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Shake one hand

Here is my spout

Shake other hand

When I get all steamed up

Lean forward

Then I shout

Pop back up to sitting position

Tip me over

Lean child back slowly to left whilst lifting
legs into the air

Pour me out

Tip child forward to the right.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Shake one hand

Right here for you

Shake other hand

Wait a little while

Lean forward

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Until it’s hot
Toast is ready
Out it pops

≥14

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parent to lift knees on “pops!”

verse

Walk in a conga line,
Teacher to bring conga line into a circle on last line

Chugga

Jiggle baby side to side

Toot

Drop bounce

Circletime

Old Steam
Train
Circletime

I’m a little

Lapride

I’m A Little
Teapot
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Sensory

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

prep

Parent to hold scarf as if it were caterpillar

“Who’s that on my
back”

Jump scarf on floor in front of baby

“It’s me…

Glide scarf along the carpet in front of the baby
for female voice

“Yes said the wall”

Jump scarf on floor in front of baby

So climb

Follow directions as indicated by lyrics, as if scarf
is caterpillar.

By using scarves in this sensory
activity
we encourage the
children to watch and track the
movement of the scarves with
their eyes.

Sensory

The
Caterpillar

Reserve
Prep

Give bells to both parents and babies
Give parents a scarf to place behind their backs.

A

Parents to use tiny fast (titi) tapping around the baby and on
the babies body.

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in front of
baby.

Instruments

*

≥12

Parents and
children sitting
in circle facing
centre

* If babies are not yet walking
ribbon sticks can be used in
place of scarves. If any children
are
walking
please
ensure
scarves are used to avoid injury.

Instruments

Old King Cole

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥12

Children sitting
around drum
with parents
behind

Farewell

≥22
Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parents to support babies arms and to play to the beat using
alternate hands.

B

Parents to support babies arms to play “tun, tun tun, tun” using
hands together.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank
parents
for
their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

A

Instruments

Old King Cole

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 17
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Knock Knock - Lesson 18
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥17

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Bunny

Parent to cup their fingers and gently tap child's back

Dog

Using “spider fingers” run fingers around child's back

Kitten

Using flat hands gently stroke child's back

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

My Pets

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Lapride

≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Circletime

≥14

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Instruments

≥19

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

A
Old King….

Parents to lift alternated knees as if marching so that
baby rocks side to side.

Play your..

Bounce child once on “fiddle di dee”
Repeat

Play it one
two three

Three even bounces on “Play……three” (say “one, two
three”)

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in
front of baby.

verse

Walk in a conga line,
Teacher to bring conga line into a circle on last line

Chugga

Jiggle baby side to side

Toot

Drop bounce

Prep

Parent to give the baby two beaters

Play

Encourage babies to bounce beaters on any of the
chime bars in the box. Parent can assist if they wish.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 18

By watching the scarves move
the babies will be enhancing
their eye tracking skills.

Encourage parents to supervise
babies closely whilst babies have
beaters. Ensure babies do not
walk around with beaters.

Instruments

I’m a Little
Teapot

Give each parent a scarf to place behind their backs

Circletime

Old Steam
Train

Prep

Lapride

Old King Cole
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Instruments

≥13

Mixed
Percussion
Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Circledance

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle with
baby on laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Baby
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Bunny

Parents and babies to bounce frogs on Lycra in time to the
beat

Dog

Parents and babies to jiggle the Lycra in small fast movements

Kitten

Parents and babies work together as a group rock the Lycra
side to side.

Prep

Parents sitting with baby facing the centre.

Intro

Parent holds scarf up in front of baby

“Skinnamarink…”

Rock side scarf side to side.
On “I love you” lower scarf and lean forward and
kiss baby.
Repeat rock and lowering scarf.

“I love you in
the…”

Parent and child rock backwards and forwards
slowly (back 2,3,4, forward 2,3,4)

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Some babies also like to hold a
beanbag as well as watching

This Lapride is a lovely little
“peekaboo” activity which builds
the bond between parent and
child.

Lapride

Skinnamarink

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Circledance

My Pets

Prep

Instruments

Wishy Washy
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parents to stand in a circle facing centre

Wiggle

Parent to jiggle baby on “wiggle”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to scoop baby in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Bounce

Parent to drop baby’s weight baby on “bounce”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Stamp

Parent to do tiny rocking movements side to side as they
stamp on “stamp, stamp, stamp”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Circletime

≥16

prep

Instruments

≥15

A

Parents to assist child to shake bells in an upward motion.
Pull bells back down after “washing machine”.
On “clean those clothes” place bells on floor and pick up sticks

*OR

B

Parents to assist child tap sticks for “pop, pop, pop”.
On “clean those clothes” place sticks on floor and pick up scarves

Parents and
children sitting
in a circle
facing centre

C

Parents to assist child to swish scarf by placing on floor rubbing
hands in forward and back circular motion. If this is too difficult
they can pick up scarf and “zoom” from side to side.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 18

Alternative instrumentation for
bells and sticks is eggs and
castanets.

Instruments

Washing
Machine

Ensure that this is well prepped
and cued to help parents
remember the sequence of
movements.

Circletime

Wiggle,
Bounce,
Stomp
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Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥15

Children sit
around drum
with parents

A

Parents to assist child to lift their hands upwards to be
water filling up the washing machine

B

Parents to assist child to tap lightly on the skin of the
drum

C

Using flat palms “swish” hands side to side

Babies will need to be assisted to
do these movements.

Instruments

Washing
Machin

Reserve

Sensory

Parents and
children sitting
in a circle
facing centre

Farewell

≥22
Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parent to hold scarf as if it were caterpillar

“Who’s that on my
back”

Jump scarf on floor in front of baby

“It’s me…

Glide scarf along the carpet in front of the baby
for female voice

“Yes said the wall”

Jump scarf on floor in front of baby

So climb

Follow directions as indicated by lyrics, as if scarf
is caterpillar.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

By using scarves in this sensory
activity
we encourage the
children to watch and track the
movement of the scarves with
their eyes.

Thank
parents
for
their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

prep

Sensory

The
Caterpillar
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Knock Knock - Lesson 19
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥17

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

Bunny

Parent to cup their fingers and gently tap child's back

Dog

Using “spider fingers” run fingers around child's back

Kitten

Using flat hands gently stroke child's back

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

Sensory

My Pets

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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Lapride

≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Circletime

≥14

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Fingerplay

Parents on
chairs with
babies on laps
facing centre

A
Old King….

Parents to lift alternated knees as if marching so that
baby rocks side to side.

Play your..

Bounce child once on “fiddle di dee”
Repeat

Play it one
two three

Three even bounces on “Play……three” (say “one, two
three”)

B

Parents to retrieve scarves and wave to the beat in
front of baby.

verse

Walk in a conga line,
Teacher to bring conga line into a circle on last line

Chugga

Jiggle baby side to side

Toot

Drop bounce

prep

Teacher to show children the puppet with Jack hidden.
Say the rhyme:
Jack, Jack down you go,
In your box down so low,
Jack, Jack climb to the top,
Quickly now up you pop.
On “pop”, jump Jack up.

Play

Say the rhyme. Ask parents to lift one knee to “pop” bb
up on “pop!”

By watching the scarves move
the babies will be enhancing
their eye tracking skills.

Fingerplay

Jack, Jack
Down You Go

Give each parent a scarf to place behind their backs

Circletime

Old Steam
Train

Prep

Lapride

Old King Cole
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≥13

Mixed
Percussion

Instruments

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Circledance

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle with
baby on laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Baby
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Bunny

Parents and babies to bounce frogs on Lycra in time to
the beat

Dog

Parents and babies to jiggle the Lycra in small fast
movements

Kitten

Parents and babies work together as a group rock the
Lycra side to side.

Prep

Parents sitting with baby facing the centre.

Intro

Parent holds scarf up in front of baby

“Skinnamarink
…”

Rock side scarf side to side.
On “I love you” lower scarf and lean forward and kiss
baby.
Repeat rock and lowering scarf.

“I love you in
the…”

Parent and child rock backwards and forwards slowly
(back 2,3,4, forward 2,3,4)

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Some babies also like to hold a
beanbag as well as watching

This Lapride is a lovely little
“peekaboo” activity which builds
the bond between parent and
child.

Lapride

Skinnamarink

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children hear
the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Circledance

My Pets

Prep

Instruments

Wishy Washy
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parents to stand in a circle facing centre

Wiggle

Parent to jiggle baby on “wiggle”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to scoop baby in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Bounce

Parent to drop baby’s weight baby on “bounce”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Stamp

Parent to do tiny rocking movements side to side as
they stamp on “stamp, stamp, stamp”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Circletime

≥16

prep

Instruments

≥15

A

Parents to assist child to shake bells in an upward motion.
Pull bells back down after “washing machine”.
On “clean those clothes” place bells on floor and pick up sticks

*OR

B

Parents to assist child tap sticks for “pop, pop, pop”.
On “clean those clothes” place sticks on floor and pick up scarves

Parents and
children sitting
in a circle
facing centre

C

Parents to assist child to swish scarf by placing on floor rubbing
hands in forward and back circular motion. If this is too difficult
they can pick up scarf and “zoom” from side to side.

Alternative instrumentation for
bells and sticks is eggs and
castanets.

Instruments

Washing
Machine

Ensure that this is well prepped
and cued to help parents
remember the sequence of
movements.

Circletime

Wiggle,
Bounce,
Stomp
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Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥15

Children sit
around drum
with parents

A

Parents to assist child to lift their hands upwards to be
water filling up the washing machine

B

Parents to assist child to tap lightly on the skin of the
drum

C

Using flat palms “swish” hands side to side

Babies will need to be assisted to
do these movements.

Instruments

Washing
Machine

Reserve
Prep

Give each baby a beater and ask parents to assist child
by holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

*OR

Instruments

≥5

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

Farewell

≥22
Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
“tick tock….” (up and down four times)
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
the triangle.
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Thank
parents
for
their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

Chorus

* If triangles are not available
finger
cymbals
can
be
substituted.

Instruments

Clocks

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20
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Knock Kncok - Lesson 20
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥10

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Parents tap on child’s back and arms in time to the music

B

Using flat palms gently stoke over the child's body

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Shoo Fly

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Shake one hand

Here is my spout

Shake other hand

When I get all steamed up

Lean forward

Then I shout

Pop back up to sitting position

Tip me over

Lean child back slowly to left whilst lifting
legs into the air

Pour me out

Tip child forward to the right.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Shake one hand

Right here for you

Shake other hand

Wait a little while

Lean forward

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Until it’s hot
Toast is ready
Out it pops

≥12

Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

Parent to lift knees on “pops!”

A

Parents to move in a circle in an anti clockwise
direction.
Parents to bounce baby to the beat

B

Parents turn to face the centre.
Rock baby side to side in small “tun” movements

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20

Circletime

Old King Cole

Circletime

I’m a little

Lapride

I’m A Little
Teapot
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Teacher to say the rhyme as parent touches each part of the body as
named in the rhyme.
On “squeak goes ducky” give the child a little tickle on their tummy.
Children sitting
in circle with
parents behind,
facing centre

Wash my back then my knee,
Rub the soap all over me.
Put some bubbles on my cheek,
Wash my legs, and wash my feet.

Sensory

Scrub my ankles and my toes,
Pat my cheeks and then my nose.
Wash my back and now my tum,
Squeak goes ducky, now I’m done.
prep

Give each baby a tambourine to hold.
Give parent fingerpuppets and ask them to place Bella
and Meilo ready behind their backs.

A
“wishy washy..”

Parent to assist baby to rock tambourine from side to
side.

B
“Bella/Meilo…”

Place tambourine on floor.
Parent to assist baby to jump Bella/ Meilo
fingerpuppet in tambourine.

Instruments

Bella & Meilo
fingerpuppets

≥13

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.

At this age the babies will not
understand that the tambourine
represents a bath, however they
will enjoy experiencing
tambourines and the colourful
fingerpuppets.

Instruments

Wishy Washy

This sensory activity develops the
child’s awareness of body parts
and
build
body
awareness
important
for
later
motor
development.

Sensory

Rub The Soap
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Instruments

≥9

Mixed
Percussion
Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Locomotor

≥14

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time.
Name the instruments and play them so that the children
hear the sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist
the babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Prep

Place Jungle Puppets on Lycra
Parents to do following actions

Verse

Gently rock Lycra side to side as if swaying in a train

Chugga,

Hold Lycra and jiggle with alternate hands

Toot,toot

Bounce Lycra to the beat

“shsh..”

Hold hands still and lean forward

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20

Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

As children watch puppets move
their eyes will focus and track
puppet movements.

Locomotor

Old Steam
Train

Prep

Instruments

Let’s Cook
Pizza
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Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Wiggle -

On “wiggle” give tiny gentle shakes.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” tap child gently on their leg.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Bounce –

On “bounce” lift heels to bounce baby.
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Stomp-

On “Stomp” parent lifts one heel at a time to rock baby
slowly side to side. (two stomps for each time)
For “up and down” lean back and forward.
For “round & round” roll baby in one big circle.
For “tap” bounce baby by lifting knees.
For “clap” lean forward and clap in front of baby.

Locomotor

My Pets

Prep

Parents to sit in a circle with babies on their laps.

Bunny

Keep beat on knees

≥17

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Dog

Move Rainbow Ring using a forward circular motion with
hands together

Kitten

Rock backwards and forwards

Ensure that parents continue to
hold the Rainbow Ring to avoid
Rainbow Ring “snapping back”.

Locomotor

Prep movements for this song well

Lapride

≥16

Prep

Lapride

Wiggle Bounce
Stomp
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Instruments

≥15

*OR

Parents and
children sitting
in a circle
facing centre

A

Parents to assist child to shake bells in an upward
motion.
Pull bells back down after “washing machine”.
On “clean those clothes” place bells on floor and pick
up sticks

B

Parents to assist child tap sticks for “pop, pop, pop”.
On “clean those clothes” place sticks on floor and pick
up scarves

C

Parents to assist child to swish scarf by placing on floor
rubbing hands in forward and back circular motion. If
this is too difficult they can pick up scarf and “zoom”
from side to side.

Alternative instrumentation for
bells and sticks is eggs and
castanets.

Instruments

Washing
Machine

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥15

Children sit
around drum
with parents

A

Parents to assist child to lift their hands upwards to be
water filling up the washing machine

B

Parents to assist child to tap lightly on the skin of the
drum

C

Using flat palms “swish” hands side to side

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20

Babies will need to be assisted to
do these movements.

Instruments

Washing
Machine
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Reserve
A
*OR

Parent to hold ribbon stick in one hand and support
baby with the other arm. Gently rock side to side as
they walk around the circle waving the ribbons where
the baby can see.

Locomotor

Walkers may prefer to walk around the circle carrying
their scarf.

≥21

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Highlight the importance of eye
tracking in this activity as the
babies focus on the ribbons.

If children wish to walk please
Stand and face the centre.
Follow actions in the lyrics, gently touching the scarf or ensure that scarves are used to
avoid injury if the child falls
ribbon stick to each part of the child's body.
over.

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

B

* Scarves can be used as an
alternative to ribbon sticks.

Locomotor

Fly
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Knock Knock - Lesson 20A
Song

Welcome

≥1

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Welcome

≥2

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre

Sensory

≥10

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing the
centre.

Parents tap “Knock, knock” on baby’s legs as parents
gently rock child from side to side.

B “We’ll
laugh..”

Side to side rock, as you bounce Beanie toys on lap and
greet children individually.

A

Parents to gently rock babies side to side.

B

Parents to child to gently touch Beanie Toy on each part
of the child's body as you sing the solfege

A

Parents tap on child’s back and arms in time to the
music

B

Using flat palms gently stoke over the child's body

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20A

When parents become familiar
with this song encourage them to
sing solfege.

Alert parents that by using the
sense of touch to communicate
musically with their children
they
are
reinforcing
the
nurturing bond between parent
and child.
Parents can use one hand to do
the actions on the child's back
whilst using the other hand to
support the baby.

Sensory

Shoo Fly

A Knock,
knock

Management

Welcome

My Teddy
Bear

Walkers

Welcome

Knock Knock

Jungle Babies
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≥19

Parents sitting
on chairs with
babies on their
laps facing
centre.

Rock and rock

Short and stout

Bounce and bounce

Here is my handle

Shake one hand

Here is my spout

Shake other hand

When I get all steamed up

Lean forward

Then I shout

Pop back up to sitting position

Tip me over

Lean child back slowly to left whilst lifting
legs into the air

Pour me out

Tip child forward to the right.

I’m a great big toaster

Rock and rock

Shiny and new

Bounce and bounce

I’ll cook the bread

Shake one hand

Right here for you

Shake other hand

Wait a little while

Lean forward

Ensure parents move children's
arms gently, adapt movements if
child resists.

Lapride

Until it’s hot
Toast is ready
Out it pops

≥12

Parents to
stand in a
circle. Hold
babies in
possum position

Parent to lift knees on “pops!”

A

Parents to move in a circle in an anti clockwise
direction.
Parents to bounce baby to the beat

B

Parents turn to face the centre.
Rock baby side to side in small “tun” movements

Circletime

Old King Cole

Circletime

I’m a little

Lapride

I’m A Little
Teapot
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Prep

Give each baby a beater and ask parents to assist child
by holding triangle

verse

Parent to assist child to rock side to side

Chorus

Parent to assist child to tap on “tick tock, tick tock”
Parent top assist child to move beater up and down to
“tick tock….” (up and down four times)
Parent to assist child to move beater in circles inside the
triangle.

Instruments

*OR

≥5

Instruments

≥7

Mixed
Percussion

Parents and
children sitting
on the floor
facing the
centre

Prep

Pull a couple of instruments out of the bag one at a time. Name
the instruments and play them so that the children hear the
sound.
Give each baby an instrument. Encourage parents to assist the
babies to try different instruments throughout the song.

Play

Encourage free play and discovery of sounds.
Encourage parents to assist the babies to try different
instruments throughout the song. If parents are not assisting
their child they may like to play an instrument to the beat.

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Knock Knock – 20A

Although directions are given for
choreographed
movements,
babies are quite likely to want to
engage in discovery play with the
instruments. If children are
happily engaged parents can do
the movements so that the
children are immersed in the
appropriate accompaniments to
this piece.
Alert parents to the importance
of discovery play for introducing
children to a variety of sound
textures (timbre).

Instruments

Bella the
Elephant

Parents &
babies sitting in
a circle facing
centre

* If triangles are not available
finger
cymbals
can
be
substituted.

Instruments

Clocks
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Locomotor

≥14

Parents sitting
in a circle
holding babies
in their laps
facing centre

Lapride

≥20

Parents sit in
circle legs
crossed. Baby
to sit on
parent’s lap
facing centre

Place Jungle Puppets on Lycra
Parents to do following actions

Verse

Gently rock Lycra side to side as if swaying in a train

Chugga,

Hold Lycra and jiggle with alternate hands

Toot,toot

Bounce Lycra to the beat

“shsh..”

Hold hands still and lean forward

Prep

Parents sitting with baby facing the centre.

Intro

Parent holds scarf up in front of baby

“Skinnamarink…”

Rock side scarf side to side.
On “I love you” lower scarf and lean forward and
kiss baby.
Repeat rock and lowering scarf.

“I love you in
the…”

Parent and child rock backwards and forwards
slowly (back 2,3,4, forward 2,3,4)

As children watch puppets move
their eyes will focus and track
puppet movements.

This Lapride is a lovely little
“peekaboo” activity which builds
the bond between parent and
child.

Lapride

Skinnamarink

Prep

Locomotor

Old Steam
Train
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Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parents to stand in a circle facing centre

Wiggle

Parent to jiggle baby on “wiggle”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to scoop baby in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Bounce

Parent to drop baby’s weight baby on “bounce”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Stamp

Parent to do tiny rocking movements side to side as
they stamp on “stamp, stamp, stamp”
Parent to lean back and forward on “up & down”
Parents to turn in a circle on “round & round”
Parents to give little bounces on “tap, tap, tap”
Parents to tap on baby’s back for “clap, clap, clap”

Circletime

≥16

prep

A

Locomotor

*OR

≥21

Parents
standing in a
circle holding
babies in
possum position

Parent to hold ribbon stick in one hand and support baby with
the other arm. Gently rock side to side as they walk around the
circle waving the ribbons where the baby can see.
Walkers may prefer to walk around the circle carrying their
scarf.

B

Jungle Music Lesson Plans – Babies & Walkers

Stand and face the centre.
Follow actions in the lyrics, gently touching the scarf or ribbon
stick to each part of the child's body.

Knock Knock – 20A

* Scarves can be used as an
alternative to ribbon sticks.
Highlight the importance of eye
tracking in this activity as the
babies focus on the ribbons.

Locomotor

Fly

Ensure that this is well prepped
and cued to help parents
remember the sequence of
movements.

Circletime

Wiggle,
Bounce,
Stomp

If children wish to walk please
ensure that scarves are used to
avoid injury if the child falls
over.
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Reserve

Instruments

≥15

A

Parents to assist child to shake bells in an upward motion.
Pull bells back down after “washing machine”.
On “clean those clothes” place bells on floor and pick up sticks

*OR

B

Parents to assist child tap sticks for “pop, pop, pop”.
On “clean those clothes” place sticks on floor and pick up scarves

Parents and
children sitting
in a circle
facing centre

C

Parents to assist child to swish scarf by placing on floor rubbing
hands in forward and back circular motion. If this is too difficult
they can pick up scarf and “zoom” from side to side.

Alternative instrumentation for
bells and sticks is eggs and
castanets.

Instruments

Washing
Machine

Alternative Activity for Gathering Drum

Instruments

≥15

Children sit
around drum
with parents

Farewell

≥22

Parents and
children stand
facing centre

Parents to assist child to lift their hands upwards to be water
filling up the washing machine

B

Parents to assist child to tap lightly on the skin of the drum

C

Using flat palms “swish” hands side to side

Verse one

Parents place one foot forward and rock gently to and
fro.

Verse two

Parents sit on the floor and cuddle child in their lap
Take Bruno around to each child to say goodbye.

Hand out stickers and invite children and parents to return next week.

Babies will need to be assisted to
do these movements.

Thank parents for their
participation and invite them to
join you for more fun next week.

Farewell

You Just Need
To Know

A

Instruments

Washing
Machine

